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SUMMARY
New technologies are expected to play a major role for wireless cellular systems
beyond the existing 4G paradigm. The need for several orders of magnitude increase in
system capacity has led to the proliferation of low-powered cellular layers overlaid on the
existing macrocell layer. This type of network consisting of different cellular layers, each
with their unique characteristics including transmission power and frequency of operation
among others is termed as a heterogeneous network (HetNet). The emergence of HetNets
leads to several research challenges and calls for a profound rethinking of several existing
approaches for mobility management and interference management among other issues.
The objective of this thesis is to study the handover performance of current and emerg-
ing HetNet architectures and to propose novel approaches to achieve seamless mobility
for users in multi-layer HetNets. The starting point is to consider the baseline case of
inter-small cell handovers. Taking into account of the differentiating features of small cells
including the unique access control policies and backhaul limitations, we propose handover
management strategies for inter-small cell handovers. Within this, a traffic-aware admis-
sion control policy is proposed and evaluated for hybrid-access small cells that governs the
handover decisions at the beginning of a handover process. Following the admission con-
trol policy, a local-anchor based handover mechanism is proposed considering a cluster of
small cells in order to achieve seamless mobility and minimal handover-related costs. For
the special case of mobile small cells (or mobile relays) that are suitable for deployment
in high-speed vehicles, a group handover scheme is proposed and evaluated where a single
group handover procedure can ensure handover of a group of users served by the mobile
relay station between neighboring macrocells. Finally, handovers in multistream HetNets
is considered where the problem of handover between the smaller cellular layers is trans-
formed into a component carrier selection problem. For this, a joint small cell discovery




Cellular networks are undergoing a major transformation as they are increasingly expected
to handle an enormous number of mobile devices as well as applications and services.
The annual visual network index by Cisco forecasts wireless data traffic growth over 190
exabytes in 2018 and over 500 exabytes by 2020 [2]. It is also envisioned that there will be
over 50 billion human as well as machine-type devices by the year 2020. Not only that, but
there is also a steady growth in the number and types of applications and services that are
becoming available for the mobile segment, a large share of which are cloud-based.
In this regard, several incremental enhancements over the existing 4G systems as well as
radical technologies envisioned for 5G systems are rapidly evolving. We collectively refer
to these as beyond 4G (B4G) systems. Several academic and industry initiatives including
the METIS project [1] laid out the key performance indicators for 5G systems envisioned
to be available in 2020. The project highlights the increase in performance required over
the existing 4G systems. These are shown in Figure 1. According to this, cellular system
beyond the 4G will focus on the support for three major communication paradigms includ-
ing mobile broadband, massive machine-type communication as well as mission-critical
machine communication. In order to efficiently realize these diverse applications, the B4G
systems will need to achieve user data rates of 10Gbps, 1000x increase in system capacity
compared to 4G systems and to provide support for ultra-high speed mobile users. In ad-
dition, they are also expected to achieve 10x energy savings for the devices as well as the
network infrastructure. Furthermore, in order to support data communication at ultra-high
speeds, the B4G systems should be capable of supporting ultra-low latency communication
of the order of 1ms. Table 1 summarizes these requirements.
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Table 1: Beyond 4G key performance indicators.
Performance Indicator Value
Peak Data Rate 10 Gbps
Latency 1 ms
Number of devices supported 100x
Energy Efficiency 10x improvement
1.1 Evolution to beyond 4G Cellular Systems
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has been working since 2010 on the def-
inition of Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-Advanced or simply LTE-A) systems and
its component technologies. Rel-10 of 3GPP started early in 2010 and was functionally
frozen in March 2011 after its approval by the ITU for having met all the requirements
for IMT-Advanced. Technologies introduced during that release include carrier aggrega-
tion for transmissions in several frequency bands, enhanced multiple input-multiple output
(MIMO) techniques, relays, and self-organizing networks (SON).
Then, Rel-11 was started and further enhancements were included to the basic LTE-
Advanced technologies developed for Rel-10. The major contribution during Rel-11 was
cooperative multipoint transmission and reception (CoMP), which allows different cells
to cooperate to serve users. In addition, several important enhancements were introduced
for heterogeneous networks (HetNets) such as enhanced inter-cell interference cancellation
(eICIC) and mobility management enhancements.
After the recent completion of Rel-11, the standardization work started focusing on
Rel-12 LTE-Advanced. Enhancements to CoMP (inter-site CoMP), carrier aggregation
(multi-stream carrier aggregation), and MIMO (FullDimension MIMO) are key items in the
agenda of 3GPP. Moreover, radically new technologies will also be introduced: Machine-
Type Communication (MTC) will enable machines to interact among themselves as part
of a large network, and Device-to-device (D2D) communication will allow mobile users to
interact with each other without the need to go through the network [3].
Depending on the progress in Rel-12, future releases will start earlier or later in 2014.
2
Figure 1: 5G performance requirements in comparison to past generations. [1]
Rel-13 is expected to further enhance LTE-Advanced technologies while Rel-14 and Rel-15
could potentially define a new access technology. Historically, cellular systems have taken
considerable leap from one generation to another in terms of technological innovation. This
looks increasingly certain as we are getting closer to the 5G standards that are planned to
be made available by 2020. Not only the 5G cellular systems will be of a disruptive nature,
but also expected to be a first effort in truly integrating the legacy cellular systems as well as
other wireless technologies such as WiFi to work in tamdem towards satisfying the growing
data needs.
The evolution from 4G to 5G systems will make possible a number of deployment
scenarios that haven’t existed in 4G systems. These scenarios will play a great role in
defining the technologies that will drive the B4G innovation. B4G cellular systems are
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expected to utilize new frequency bands including the 5GHz unlicensed bands through
the use of intersite carrier aggregation or dual connectivity. More significantly, the use of
ultra-high frequencies including mmwave and terahertz to realize peak data rates of over
10Gbps is also being investigated rigorously. These mmwave or terahertz small cells are
also expected to support massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas in order
to overcome the high pathloss and blocking associated with such high frequencies.
B4G systems are also expected to leverage the different radio access technologies and
provide a unified architecture to exploit transmission opportunities across several RATs in
a robust and seamless fashion. Another striking scenario will be the deployment of massive
number of machine type devices. These devices can further be classified into low-latency,
low-power and mission critical devices. Such a wide-range of devices will require the use of
a multitude of technologies that will be part of B4G systems. Ad hoc deployments such as
device-to-device communications and inter-vehicular and vehicle-to road communications
are also envisioned as part of the B4G deployment scenarios. The different deployment
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Figure 2: B4G deployment scenarios.
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Access to wider range of spectrum 25
Frequency reuse using more cell sites 1600
1.2 Heterogeneous Networks
Table 2 indicates the capacity gain achieved in cellular networks using different approaches
[4]. Among these different approaches, it is evident that spatial frequency reuse using more
cell sites offers over 3 orders of magnitude capacity gain. In addition, studies also show
that more than 50% of voice traffic and 70% of cellular data traffic originate from indoor
and enterprise environments [5]. This has led to the proliferation of smaller low-powered
cellular layers overlaid on the existing macrocell layer. These low-powered small cells
include picocells, femtocells, metrocells, relays among others. Figure 3 showcases a sce-
nario with macrocells overlaid with different small cell types. While picocells, relays and
metrocells are utilized for outdoor deployments, femtocells are proposed for deployment in
indoor environments such as residential or enterprise buildings. In enterprise deployments,
multiple femtocells are typically deployed in a coordinated fashion where the small cell
base stations can adaptively self-organize and optimize their transmission parameters.
Such a type of network that includes several overlapping cellular layers, each with
their unique characteristics such as transmission power, carrier frequency and backhaul
technology is termed as a heterogeneous network (HetNet). HetNets, overall, provide a
significant improvement in the network performance and service connectivity by enabling
dynamic traffic offloading from macrocell for a number of purposes including network load
balancing, capacity boost or coverage extension.
Small cells are, therefore, expected to play a major role in enhancing coverage and
capacity of 4G and 5G cellular systems. Small cells are also expected to feature unique











Figure 3: Heterogeneous networks (HetNets).
• Open Access: Small cells are open for all users of the cellular network.
• Closed Access: Small cell access is reserved for users that obtain a closed subscriber
group (CSG) access from the cellular network provider.
• Hybrid Access: In addition to providing access to CSG-capable users, small cells
are capable of providing limited access to users that do not have CSG capabilities.
However, the heterogeneous nature of the different cellular layers raises several impor-
tant challenges that impact the actual capacity that can be achieved by the overall system
as well as the quality of experience offered to the mobile users. In particular, the key
challenges affecting this novel network architecture are inter-cell interference and mobil-
ity management. Although these two large problems have been existing in the literature,
several essential features of those are still challenging open problems for the community.
Especially, the new deployment scenarios envisioned for B4G systems such as the
multi-stream carrier aggregation and mmWave communication significantly alter the cel-
lular network architecture. In addition to the multi-layer HetNet case, 4G systems have
focused on the interworking between the different RATs. However, a unified architecture
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to exploit all the RATs to achieve maximum gains is only expected to become dominant in
B4G systems. Several new architectures are currently being investigated for multi-layer
multi-RAT HetNets. Multi-stream carrier aggregation and dual connectivity where the
macrocell acts as anchor cell providing coverage and small cells act as capacity boost are
promising architectures to achieve seamless mobility performance for users.
1.3 Research Objectives and Solutions
Achieving seamless and robust mobility in HetNets is a major challenge. A detailed study
of mobility performance for HetNets show that the handover failure rates and ping-pong
effects are far greater in HetNet environments compared to homogeneous deployments [6].
The poor handover performance of users in HetNets is owing to several factors including
high handover signaling cost due to large backhaul delays, inefficient small cell detection,
high cost for recovery from handover failures. One of the major factors is the need to
account for the unique characteristics of HetNets when performing user mobility state esti-
mation in addition to accounting for parameters such as the number of cross-overs. Another
factor is the need to perform efficient small cell discovery over different carriers at the base
stations. This is essential to enable traffic offload from macro to small cells as well as to
reduce the battery consumption for the users and the overall system. Furthermore, since
the handover failures can be larger in the HetNet case, more robust recovery procedures are
required to mitigate the impact of a failed handover.
The objective of this thesis is to study the handover performance of current and emerg-
ing HetNet architectures and to propose novel approaches to achieve seamless mobility for
users in a multi-layer HetNet environment. The starting point is to consider the baseline
case of inter-small cell handovers. Taking into account the differentiating features of small
cells including the unique access control policies and backhaul limitations, we propose
handover management strategies for inter-small cell handovers. Within this, a traffic-aware
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admission control policy is proposed and evaluated for hybrid-access small cells that gov-
erns the handover decisions at the beginning of a handover process. Following the admis-
sion control policy, a local-anchor based handover mechanism is proposed considering a
cluster of small cells in order to achieve seamless mobility and minimal handover-related
costs. For the special case of mobile small cells (or mobile relays) that are suitable for
deployment in high-speed vehicles, a group handover scheme is proposed and evaluated
where a single group handover procedure can ensure handover of a group of users served
by the mobile relay station between neighboring macrocells. Finally, handovers in multi-
stream HetNets is considered where the problem of handover between cell layers is trans-
formed into a component carrier selection problem. For this, a joint small cell discovery
and component carrier selection approach is proposed and evaluated.
In the following sections, the developed solutions within each topic are summarized.
1.3.1 Handover Management in Small Cells
Unlike handovers between macrocells, several factors need to be accounted when design-
ing handover mechanisms between small cells. First, the varying backhaul link quality
of small cells implies that handover between small cells should not involve significant
amount of signaling on the backhaul links. Especially, due to the small cell sizes, frequent
handovers may occur which could also contribute significantly to the signaling load on the
core network. Hence, it is more suitable to anchor handovers locally whenever possible
thereby minimizing the load on the core network. Furthermore, the access control features
at small cells mean that the admission control decisions at the target small cell during hand-
over need to account for the access privileges available for the mobile user and must not
degrade the performance of the users already being served at the target small cell.
The first contribution of this thesis (Chapter 2) is the design, modeling and analysis
of admission control and handover for small cells. Within this, we focus initially on ad-
mission control for small cells taking into account their unique access control features.
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The proposed admission control approach for hybrid access small cells exploits the traffic-
awareness in a cross-layer fashion to determine if the incoming users at the small cells can
be admitted. In addition, the proposed approach also studies the existing active users and
performs pre-emption and QoS decisions in order to satisfy the per-user QoS guarantees.
Furthermore, in order to achieve the long-term QoS for the users, a subcarrier assignment
strategy for the currently active users is proposed in order to stabilize the user queues for
heterogeneous traffic arrivals.
Following this, we provide seamless and low-cost handover mechanisms for two differ-
ent scenarios. For the first scenario, we consider the case of a cluster of coordinated small
cells, also termed as network of small cells. For this case, we propose local anchor based
handover strategies where handovers for users between small cells are anchored by a local
anchor small cell. A new handover architecture is proposed that can be extended to the
current LTE-A systems. We propose an analytical model to evaluate the proposed scheme
considering different cluster sizes, user session and mobility dynamics. Our mathematical
analysis as well as detailed simulation shows that the proposed schemes significantly min-
imize the handover interruption time, signaling cost and the core network load associated
with handovers.
For the second scenario, we consider the case of mobile small cells (or mobile relays)
and propose a group handover strategy to enable the handover of a group of users at once.
Our proposed scheme allows the mobile small cells to changes the point of attachment from
one macrocell to another while retaining the sessions with the group of users. Therefore,
with the handover of the mobile small cell between macrocells, the proposed scheme pre-
serves the user sessions and alleviates the need for separate handover process for each user
served under the mobile small cell. Our analysis shows that the proposed group handover
strategy can offer significant signaling savings both at the radio access network as well as
at the core network.
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1.3.2 Handover Management in Multistream HetNets
With the rapid advances in inter-band carrier aggregation, new HetNet architectures are
envisioned such as the inter-site or multi-stream aggregation where users can be served by
macrocell and small cell simultaneously. The macrocell acts as the primary cell (PCell)
providing sufficient coverage for the user while the user can dynamically add or remove
small cells that act as secondary cells (SCells) to improve user data rates. Such an architec-
ture requires the macro and small cells to be interconnected using a high-speed backhaul.
This scenario is also gaining prominence with the emergence of more centralized archi-
tectures involving increased functionality at the macrocells which control a set of remote
radio heads deployed under the macrocell coverage through high-speed backhaul links.
The advantage with this architecture is that the macrocell being the larger cell provides
reliable coverage for the user. On the other hand, the users can dynamically add, remove
or change small cells based on their data rate needs. Therefore, the users do not experience
a discontinuity in the service since the macrocell will maintain signaling and possibly data
connection with the user while the user undergoes handover between small cells.
Although multistream HetNets significantly improve the handover performance for the
users, they pose several challenges in terms of energy consumption and signaling load.
Especially, the emergence of carrier aggregation requires the users to perform additional
inter-frequency measurements not only for offloading opportunities, but to achieve a higher
data rate.The user has to disconnect from the serving cell in order to perform measure-
ments on other component carriers (CCs), and therefore the user cannot be provided any
service during this acquisition period. The service interruption time due to this acquisition
is called the measurement gap. Achieving the target data rate while minimizing the number
of measurements and therefore the measurement gaps is a major challenge. Furthermore,
frequently switching between small cells to improve connectivity and user data rates re-
quires constantly setting up and tearing down signaling and data connections for the users
and overloads the network.
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To this end, we treat the small cell discovery and component carrier selection for multi-
stream HetNets as a coupled problem. We propose and evaluate a joint small cell discovery
and component carrier selection approach to minimize the service interruption, energy con-
sumption as well as the signaling load accompanied with these critical tasks.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, handover management in small cells
is presented. First, a traffic-aware admission control mechanism is proposed, modeled
and analyzed. Then, two different handover schemes are presented. In the first one, a
local anchor based scheme to provide seamless handover and minimize handover related
signaling is proposed, modeled and evaluated. In the second one, a group handover scheme
for mobile relays is proposed and evaluated.
In Chapter 3, small cell discovery and handover in multistream HetNets are discussed.
A joint small cell discovery and component carrier selection framework is proposed, mod-
eled and analyzed. Finally, in Chapter 4, the research contributions are summarized and
future research directions are identified.
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CHAPTER 2
HANDOVER MANAGEMENT IN SMALL CELLS
The handover procedure for 3GPP LTE-A systems utilizing the direct interface (X2 inter-
face) between small cells (SCs) is illustrated in Figure 4 [7]. The handover procedure is
divided into three phases: (i) handover initiation, (ii) handover execution, and (iii) handover
completion. During the handover initiation phase, the mobile user (MU) sends a measure-
ment report of its neighboring cells to the serving SC. The serving SC determines the target
SC based on the measurement report and sends a handover request to the target SC. The
target SC, in turn, executes the admission control algorithm to determine if the user can be
admitted with the requested resources. During this process, the target SC also evaluates the
resources available for its existing and incoming session and re-allocates resources for all
the users. If the new user is admitted, the target SC sends a handover response message to
the serving SC. In addition, an uplink data path is established between the target SC and
the core network (Serving gateway or S-GW).
During the handover execution phase, the serving SC issues a handover command mes-
sage to the MU to initiate handover execution. The MU now starts attaching to the target
SC which includes the establishment of a radio connection. During the same time, the serv-
ing SC will forward all the “in-transit” data in its buffer to the target SC. The completion
of the radio connection setup is indicated by a handover confirm message from the MU to
the target SC.
In the handover completion phase, to complete the downlink data path setup from the
core network to the target SC, the target SC sends a path switch request message to the
core network (MME) after receiving the handover confirm message. While this process is
being carried out, the buffered data from serving SC is continued to be forwarded to the
target SC. Once the S-GW has completed the downlink path setup with target SC, a path
switch request acknowledgement is sent to the target SC from the MME. In addition, an
12














































































Figure 4: 3GPP LTE-A inter-small cell handover using direct X2 interface.
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end marker is sent to the serving SC which is forwarded to the target SC. At this point, the
downlink data from the core network for the MU is directly received by the target SC. This
also marks the completion of the handover procedure and the serving SC releases all the
resources for the MU.
As described earlier, handover is the key mechanism by which users can maintain their
session active while moving across several cells. Handovers in a homogeneous cellular
network is straight-forward that users arriving at the edge of their current cell will need
to handover to the adjacent cell to continue their session in a seamless manner. However,
handovers in the case of HetNets are complex and challenging. First, the average number
of handovers experienced by a user in a given time is very large, potentially leading to
frequent service interruptions and handover failures. This becomes a bigger issue when
carrier aggregation is utilized where the users will experience more handover scenarios of
cell addition/removal besides the traditional handover [7]. Second, due to the prominent
internet-based backhaul connectivity adopted for the small cells, large interruption times
and core network load are associated with handovers. Finally, access control features are
introduced for the small cells where the small cell owners can provide differentiated ser-
vices to registered (closed subscriber group or CSG) and unregistered users. This requires
careful admission control mechanisms at the target SC taking into account the access con-
trol features.
Therefore, a successful handover management strategy for small cells will involve the
following attributes. First, admission control at the target cell must account for the CSG
capability of the incoming users. Second, the impact of each handover in terms of the
signaling overheads, handover interruption time and load on the radio access and core
network must be minimized.
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2.1 Handover Initiation
2.1.1 Traffic-aware Admission Control
During the handover initiation phase, the small cell needs to perform admission control to
determine if a user can be admitted or not, what resources to allocate to the user, whether
existing sessions need to be pre-empted in order to admit the new session. Admission con-
trol (or access control) also plays an important role for achieving load balancing across
cells. Especially, in small cells where open/hybrid access is enabled, regulating the number
of incoming connections plays a key role in achieving QoS to users served by small cells.
The application of small cells to a targeted area such as enterprise, private buildings result
in unique access control policies to handle different user types. There are several access
control policies for small cells. With the open access policy, small cells can service all
mobile users within its coverage. With the closed access policy, small cells can reserve
exclusive access for pre-registered mobile users, also called as small cell users (SUs). Al-
ternatively, the small cells can also implement a hybrid access policy, where they can use ad
hoc schemes to achieve QoS guarantees for the SUs in the presence of unregistered external
users (EUs).
Although, the open access policy offers the largest increase in the network capacity, it
can degrade the QoS performance of SUs served under the small cells. The QoS degrada-
tion is particularly large when the number of EUs increases or when the EUs are running
bandwidth-hungry applications [8, 9]. The closed access approach is capable of provid-
ing better QoS performance for the SUs but the SU performance can also be significantly
affected if there are nearby EUs that cause strong interference to the small cell network.
Therefore, the hybrid access scheme can provide differentiable service to SUs and EUs,
thus more suited for QoS provisioning.
There are several studies which investigate the hybrid access small cell schemes in
different perspective. The authors in [10] consider hybrid access in femtocells where they
propose a fixed probability p for EUs to be able to connect to a femtocell based on the
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computation of the carrier to interference (C/I) ratio at the location of the EUs. In [11], the
authors propose a hybrid access scheme for OFDMA small cells where a limited amount
of subchannels v is reserved for EU access. Although, the outage probability is shown to
notably decrease for EUs in this scheme, increasing v can affect the throughput achieved
by SUs. In addition, lower outage probability does not necessarily equal QoS performance
of both SUs and EUs. Further work has been conducted under hybrid access approach, for
e.g., in [12], the authors propose an adaptive access control strategy based on the average
cellular user density. It is shown that the ergodic rate for EUs is notably increased under
low user-density case, whereas under the high user-density case, the rate gain for EUs is
not significant.
Unfortunately, the above hybrid access schemes fail to consider the nature of the higher
layer traffic in performing scheduling and access control for small cells. One of the fun-
damental performance metrics is network stability which guarantees the queue size to be
bounded for all packet arrivals within the capacity region. Scheduling policies like Maxi-
mum Delay Scheduling can stabilize the queues for admissible arrival rates. At the same
time, these policies can result in poor delay performance and unfair allocation for the SUs
if the EU traffic is bursty.
There are also several scheduling policies in the current literature. The EXP rule pro-
posed in [13] is shown to offer improved QoS performance in terms of throughput and
delay over proportionally fair (PF) and Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF)
scheduling schemes when there is a mixture of real-time and non-real-time users in the
system. Another popular approach to QoS scheduling is the utility based approach. Sche-
duling rules based on maximizing utility, which represents the amount of satisfaction that
can be obtained by scheduling a resource for a user, have been proposed in [14, 15, 16].
The utility functions here are defined as decreasing functions of the packet delay in the
queue. In [14, 15, 17], although the scheduling rule is shown to achieve throughput opti-
mality, the utility function does not provide strict bounds on delay. In addition, many of
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the above policies only consider subcarrier allocation without any power constraints. Since
small cells are limited by hardware on the total transmit power as well as by the interfer-
ence they cause to the overlapping macrocell layer, power constraints become significant
in our problem.
It is also important for an admission control scheme to be traffic-aware and mobility-
aware. Traffic-aware admission control approaches were proposed in [18, 19]. How-
ever, these approaches are unable to provide strict bounds on delay. In addition, the con-
straints on the maximum transmission power at the base stations have not been accounted.
Mobility-aware admission control mechanisms were proposed in [20, 21] where the user
QoS requirements are not explicitly captured for the admisison control decisions.
The ultimate objective of having a hybrid access scheme is that QoS for SUs is provi-
sioned while the EUs will also be served in order to maximize resource utilization. In all the
aforementioned studies, the traffic characteristics are no considered while doing the sche-
duling and access control in LTE-A small cells. However, such considerations are crucially
needed to obtain most QoS optimal small cell deployment. Here, one of the fundamental
performance metrics is network stability which guarantees the queue size to be bounded for
all packet arrivals within the capacity region. The capacity region is defined as the convex
hull of the m-element set of all arrival rate vectors ~λ(m) defined by
~λ(m) = [λ1(m), ..., λN(m)]; ∀m, (1)
for a system containing N(m) users that can be supported without making the queues unsta-
ble. If the channel state is represented by a finite number of states M, the capacity region
depends on the link transmission rate vector ~r(m) as;
~r(m) = [r1(m), ..., rN(m)]; ∀m, (2)
under state m where m ∈ M.
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Scheduling policies like Maximum Delay Scheduling can stabilize the queues for ad-
missible arrival rates. At the same time, these policies can result in poor delay performance
and unfair allocation for the SUs if the EU traffic is bursty. One of the objectives of this
work [8] is to propose and evaluate an optimal subcarrier assignment scheme that accounts
for the higher layer traffic characteristics for QoS provisioning in hybrid small cells. In
addition, when the number of users in the cell increases or when the traffic arrivals are
outside the capacity region, the scheduler cannot handle fair allocation towards achieving
end user QoS. Therefore, in this chapter, an admission control procedure tightly coupled to
the scheduling policy is also proposed where both pre-registered small cell users (SUs) and
unregistered external users (EUs) can be serviced.
2.1.1.1 Network Model
In this work, we consider a macrocell base station which orchestrates the External Users
(EUs) in a given coverage area as shown in Figure 5. There are some pre-defined hybrid
access OFDMA small cells in the network. These small cells serve their pre-registered
users (Small cell users or SUs) and some EUs which are under the small cell coverage area.
Moreover, we consider a time-varying, bursty and location-dependent wireless channel
which also poses a major challenge in achieving optimal QoS performance and schedu-
ling. In order to control all these challenges, we design our proposed mechanism taking
into consideration the exchange of system dynamics such as channel conditions, location,
queue state, application layer requirements to maintain QoS satisfaction. Under such a
setup, the time is slotted and the wireless channel is assumed to be unvarying during the
slot length. At the beginning of each slot, the scheduler obtains the channel gain from
the lower layers through user feedback. Using this information, the data rates achievable
and power required for the user in the time slot is determined. Based on these parame-
ters, the subcarrier assignment algorithm performs resource scheduling to achieve the QoS
objectives [8].
The downlink of an OFDMA hybrid small cell overlaid on a macrocell coverage area
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Figure 5: Considered network topology.
is considered as shown in Figure 5 with a small cell access point (SAP) serving N users
{1, 2, ...N}. Out of this, F represents the set of all SUs {1, 2, ....F} and E represents the set
of all EUs {1, 2, ....E}, and therefore, N = F ∪ E. B represents the total system bandwidth




. The time is slotted and each slot has a duration of Ts equivalent to the coherent
time of the channel.





where BER is a given Bit Error Rate for a user n to transmit on subcarrier k. The transmis-





1.5 ∗ |hn,k|2 ∗ pn,k
ln(5 ∗ BER) ∗ σ2
), (4)
where hn,k represents the channel gain of user n transmitting on subcarrier k. pn,k represents
the required power for user n to transmit on subcarrier k for a given bit error rate (BER).
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The noise power over a subcarrier is represented by σ2. Each user can be assigned several
subcarriers with the constraint that the same subcarrier cannot be assigned to different users
in the same slot. This is represented by the binary variable sn,k(t) indicating whether the
subcarrier k is assigned to user n or not in slot t. Hence, the subcarrier assignment constraint
is given as
∑N
n=1 sn,k(t) = 1. Therefore, the maximum achievable data rate to user n in slot t













1.5 ∗ |hn,k(t)|2 ∗ pn,k(t)
ln(5 ∗ BER) ∗ σ2
). (6)
2.1.1.2 Hetergeneous Traffic Model
The SAP has queues corresponding to each of the n user types it serves. The arrival process
Λn(t) represents the number of packet arrivals at queue n in time t. Here, the mean arrival
rate is given by λn
∆
= E[Λn(t)] and the mean arrival rate vector is given as
−→
λ = (λ1, λ2, ...λN).
−−→
Q(t) = (Q1(t),Q2(t), ...QN(t)) represents the Queue Length vector. The Waiting Time of a
packet in the queues is represented by the vector
−−−→
W(t) = (W1(t),W2(t), ...WN(t)). The queue
evolves according to the Discrete-time Queueing Law as
Qn(t + 1) = max(Qn(t) − µn(t)Ts, 0) + Λn(t). (7)





where Qn(t) is the average queue length.
The users served under SAP are grouped into three classes using three different queuing
disciplines as in [23]. These classes are as follows:
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• Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Users: These users have deterministic behaviors, and are






, n ∈ N, (9)
where λCBR,n, σ2CBR,Xn and Xn are the mean arrival rate, the variance of the service
time and the mean service time respectively and Xn = E[1/µn] for OFDMA.
• Video-Streaming Users: These users are modeled using Gamma Distribution with




, n ∈ N. (10)
• Best-Efffort (BE) Users: The BE users can be modeled using an M/G/1 queueing






, ∀ n ∈ N. (11)
where σ2T is the variance of the inter-arrival time and ρBE = λBE/Xm is the utilization.
Our objective is to stabilize the queues of all SUs and EUs when the arrivals are inside
the capacity region. In addition, we want to offer QoS performance for different SU traffic
types in terms of maximizing throughput and minimizing delay. These objectives together
present an interesting case of QoS provisioning. Scheduling policies such as proportionally
fair (PF) scheduling, Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF) are not suitable in
the presence of heterogeneous traffic since they do not provide bounded delay performance.
2.1.1.3 Proposed Admission Control Framework
The proposed admission control framework [8, 9] is embedded into each SAP and is illus-
trated in Figure 6. It has four main parts: (i) QoS Classification of Heterogeneous Traffic,
(ii) Computation of Utility Function, (iii) Traffic-aware Admission Control, and (iv) Power-
constrained Subcarrier Allocation.
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Figure 6: The proposed admission control framework.
The QoS classification of heterogeneous traffic part uses the SU and EU requests, as
seen in Figure 6, to calculate the average waiting time of each user types. These calcula-
tions are aforementioned in the previous sections as BE, Video-Streaming and CBR traffic
in Eqs.(9),(10) and (11). The need for achieving diverse QoS requirements for heteroge-
neous traffic classes calls for an improved scheduling rule that can deal with their unique
attributes. Especially, under the hybrid small cell setup, the packet delay for SUs must be
bounded in the presence of EUs. The authors in [24, 25] show that if the message size of
users exhibit heavy-tail characteristics with an index α, then the delay has an infinite mean
and infinite variance for α < 1 and α < 2 respectively. The authors also propose a modified
maximum weight-α scheduling policy that allocates channels for users based on queue size
raised to the power α in order to guarantee bounded delay mean and variance.
In this work, we propose a novel traffic-aware utility based scheduling policy (TA-
Utility) for hybrid small cells in order to effectively provision QoS. The scheduler is fed
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with the information of the channel state and the traffic information in order to make sche-
duling decisions at every time slot t based on the computation of the utility function. Our
scheduling policy is not only weighted as in [26], but it also considers several heteroge-
neous traffic types which are modeled by different queuing disciplines. In the original
weighted alpha scheduler [26], the only parameter is the weight of the waiting queue size,
but in our model, we have also the different channel conditions (meaning different queue-
server models) and different utilities. The three different utility functions for BE, Video-
Streaming and CBR traffic are derived in the following paragraphs.
The utility function as seen in Figure 6 associated with the allocation of subcarrier k to
user n is defined as




. Here, an represents the priority index and can be tuned for SUs and
EUs to achieve the required QoS for each user type. r̄n represents the average transmission
rate for user n over all subcarriers measured over a time window. α is the exponent of the
average waiting time Wn for packets in queue n. This is the traffic coefficient that takes
unique values for different traffic classes.
Finally, by inserting the transmission rate rn,k(t) obtained in Eq.(4) and each of the
average waiting times Wn(t) of Eqs.(9),(10),(11), into our utility function Eq.(12), we obtain
the utility functions for heterogeneous user types for OFDMA small cells as follows:
The traffic-aware utility function for CBR users is given by








)α ∗ log(1 −
1.5 ∗ |hn,k|2 ∗ pn,k
ln(5 ∗ BER) ∗ σ2
).
The traffic-aware utility function for Video-Streaming users is given by






)α ∗ log(1 −
1.5 ∗ |hn,k|2 ∗ pn,k
ln(5 ∗ BER) ∗ σ2
).
Similarly, the traffic-aware utility function for BE users is given by








)α ∗ log(1 −
1.5 ∗ |hn,k|2 ∗ pn,k
ln(5 ∗ BER) ∗ σ2
).
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Choice of Utility Function: The utility function defined in Equation (12) is aimed
at achieving the heterogeneous objectives of QoS perceived by different user types. In
Equation (12), the utility function is proportional to the waiting time of user n’s packet
raised to the power α. This implies that as the waiting time of the packet of a user becomes
large, the QoS requirement of that user is high. Hence, this user has a high priority during
admission control and subcarrier assignment.
The parameter α is specified in the exponent to enforce QoS differentiation between
services. For the real-time users, the delay performance is critical and they have a strict
deadline on the waiting time of the packet. For Constant Bit Rate (CBR) user types, the
throughput as well as delay performance are important. Since different users have varying
degrees of delay bounds, varying the values of α can impact the strictness of the QoS
requirement. In other words, a larger value of α (considering W > 1 units) specifies that
the queue needs to be served more urgently. It can be observed that by setting the value of
α to 1 for all traffic types, the utility function shows similarity to the M-LWDF rule. The
relationship between the choice of α and the stability conditions will be discussed later in
this section.
In addition to considering packet delay, Equation (12) also captures the transmission
rate for user n to transmit on subcarrier k. This enables users that have better channel quality
than other users to have higher priority during admission control and subcarrier assignment.
In the γn parameter, we use the average data rate for user n over all subcarriers. Therefore,
Un,k(t) is not simply a function of the instantaneous channel quality but the average channel
quality. In order to provide fair allocation for SUs in the presence of bursty EU traffic, the
parameter an can be set to a higher value for SUs. In other words, an is used as a bias
factor to increase the priority of the SUs compared to the EUs. In this work, the choice of




. δn = Prob {Wn > Tn} indicates the maximum delay violation probability
and Tn is the delay threshold for user n. In order to differentiate between EUs and SUs, we
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utilize a higher value of δn for the EUs compared to the SUs. The value of Tn depends on
the traffic type.
Discussion on Stability and Delay Bounds: The authors in [26] prove that the mean
of the queue length under steady-state becomes infinite when scheduling policies such as
Maximum Weight Scheduling are utilized where the tail index of the arrival process are not
considered in the scheduling decisions considering that at least one of the arrival process
follows a heavy-tailed distribution (where the tail coefficient ≤ 2). Under the presence of
heavy-tailed distribution, the relation between α parameter used for a maximum weight-α
is given in [26] such that if αheavy + 1 < Cheavy and αlight + 1 < Clight , then the system of
queues containing such a mix of heavy and light-tailed arrivals is stable. Here, C is the tail
coefficient. In such a case, it is also shown that the Q̄αtailtail < ∞ where Q̄tail is the steady-state
mean queue length of queue type tail such that tail ∈ {heavy, light}.
In our traffic-aware utility based approach, we propose that the utility function depends
on the waiting time of the packet raised to the power of α. Using Little’s law, the rela-




. Hence with the proper choices of α for the different traffic types, it can
be deduced that the bounded queue size and hence bounded average waiting time can be
achieved under the proposed utility-based scheduling approach. Such an approach requires
the knowledge of the α values of different traffic arrival processes. The mathematical proof
for bounded average waiting time for the proposed approach is left for future work.
2.1.1.4 Power Constrained Utility based Scheduling:
The subcarrier allocation with power constraints using the proposed utility function is per-












sn,k(t) = 1 ; (14)
sn,k(t) ∈ {0, 1} ; (15)
N∑
n=1





pn,k sn,k(t) ≤ Ptot, (17)
where the optimization variable S is the subcarrier allocation matrix with order N × K.
Si = {si,1, si,2, ...., si,K} is the set of subcarriers allocated to node i, Ps is the maximum
allowed subcarrier power and Ptot is the total transmission power available at the SAP.
2.1.1.5 Minimal Algorithm for Utility-based Subcarrier Assignment
The above optimization problem can be classified into the Multiple Choice Knapsack
Problem (MCKP) with additional constraints on the maximum weight of each item. The
MCKP is defined as a binary knapsack problem with additional disjoint multiple-choice
constraints [28]. The constraints are such that the items are divided into multiple classes
and only one item is to be selected from each of the classes. The MCKP has been shown to
be NP-hard since the KP problem needs to be solved in the process, nevertheless, through
dynamic programming it is shown to be solved in pseudo-polynomial time [29]. A min-
imal algorithm for solving MCKP is presented in [30]. First, the integrality constraint
sn,k(t) ∈ {0, 1} is relaxed to 0 ≤ sn,k(t) ≤ 1 to obtain the Linear Multiple-Choice Knapsack
Problem (LMCKP). A simple partitioning algorithm is proposed for solving the LMCKP
and obtaining a feasible solution. Using the initial solution, dynamic programming is used
to solve MCKP. The partitioning algorithm can compute in O(n) time, a small subset of
items called as the core of classes, to be considered for the optimal value. New classes are
then added to the core by need.
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Applied to the utility-based subcarrier assignment problem, the classes correspond to
the set of subcarriers K . Each item corresponds to a node n to be assigned for a subcarrier
k. In our problem, we have an additional constraint in the form of maximum per-subcarrier
power. Only one node among N nodes is assigned for subcarrier k given that it satisfies
the global and local power constraints. Un,k(t) indicates the profit obtained when pn,k(t) is
the power allocated. The output of the algorithm is the matrix S of dimension N × K with
assignment indicators sn,k(t). The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
The procedure partitionalgo() provides an LP-optimal solution for the relaxed LMCKP
problem. The function reduceclass() uses upper-bound computation, dominance tests to
prune nodes for each subcarrier while reduceset() checks and updates the Current Best
Solution if a state improves the lower-bound. The computational complexity of the one-
dimensional MCKP is shown to be O(n+ Ptot
∑
Rk∈C numk) where Rk is the set of subcarriers
in the core C and numk is the number of users considered for each subcarrier in the core.
When the number of users considered for the core is small, the algorithm obtains the opti-
mal solution in linear time. For large cores, the optimal solution is obtained in time com-
plexity is pseudo-polynomial. When the number of users is not considerably large, it can
also be shown that performing adaptive modulation combined with subcarrier assignment
does not increase the algorithm complexity significantly. This is a reasonable assumption
since small cells, on average, support few tens of users. Therefore, our optimization frame-
work can also be extended to account for different modulation schemes as done in 4G and
beyond systems.
2.1.1.6 Traffic-aware Utility based Admission Control
Admission Control algorithms focus on balancing the load on the system based on a set
of rules. It is possible that in a time-varying multi-carrier system, some users experience
poor channel conditions for a significant amount of time over all channels. As a result, the
scheduler needs to allocate a large amount of resources to these users. The rest of the users
experience a significant drop in the data rate achieved. Furthermore, their Head of Line
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input : Utility matrix U of dimension N × K, Required Power matrix p of
dimension N × K
{a, bk, sba,a, sb′a,a} ⇐ partitionalgo(U, p, Ptot); where a := fractional subcarrier,
{bk} := LP Optimal soln., sba,a, sb′a,a := fractional variables in a;
Calculate λ = (Ub′a,a − Uba,a)/(pb′a,a − pba,a);
Calculate λ+k = maxn∈N,pn,k>pbk ,k (Un,k − Ubk ,k)/(pn,k − pbk ,k), k = 1, ...,K, k , a;
Calculate λ−k = minn∈N,pn,k<pbk ,k (Ubk ,k − Un,k)/(pbk ,k − pn,k), k = 1, ...,K, k , a;
Gradients L+ = {λ+k } and L
− = {λ−k } for k = 1, ...,K, k , a;
sortascen(L+);
sortdescen(L−);
Current Best Solution z := 0; Initial Core C := Na;
Current Set of States YC := reduceclass(Na);
Vectors in YC represented by states (θk, πk, νk); where θk :=
∑





k∈C Uyk ,k +
∑
k<C Ubk ,k, νk := partial representation of vector ~yi;
repeat
reduceset(YC);
if (YC = ∅) then break;
Choose nextsubcarrier k from L+ s.t. Rk := reduceclass(k)
if |Rk| > 1 then addclass(YC,Rk);
Repeat steps 14 - 15 for L−;
reduceset(YC);
if (YC = ∅) then break;
until forever;
Find optimal allocation S;
Algorithm 1: Minimal algorithm for TA-Utility based subcarrier assignment.
(HoL) packet delay which is the delay experienced by the packet at the head of the queue
can potentially become unbounded.
Similarly, when a new user requests for resources with the SAP, the admission control
procedure must evaluate if scheduling can be performed for the new user without affecting
the QoS of the existing users. If the new user is a high-priority user, the algorithm must
decide which among the existing connections need to be released or be assigned lesser
resources. Due to this dependency between the subcarrier assignment and the admission
control procedures, we advocate the joint functioning of scheduling and admission control
procedures. The objective of the admission control procedure, therefore, must be to admit
as many users as possible while preserving the feasibility of the scheduler.
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We specify the rules for performing admission control in a hybrid small cell with het-
erogeneous user traffic. There are two types of priorities: one for the user type, the other
for the traffic type. The SUs have a higher priority over the EUs. The traffic types with
their decreasing priorities include CBR, Video Conferencing and Best Effort. When a new
user with a certain traffic type is requesting for resources, the admission control procedure
has broadly three choices:
1. The user is admitted without affecting the QoS of the rest of the users (or)
2. The user is admitted provided there is a lower priority user session that can be re-
leased or its resources reduced (or)
3. The user is not admitted.
The utility function used for the scheduling problem in Eq.(12) is such that a low utility
value for a user’s session at a given time instant implies that the user has one or more of the
following characteristics:
• Deep channel fade for the duration.
• Lower priority (being a EU).
• Lower priority traffic type (Best Effort).
• Lesser packets waiting in the queue.
From the above, it can be observed that the utility function can provide a sense of how
the user is performing in a given time slot. At the same time, the instantaneous utility
can be misleading because the same user with lesser utility in a given slot may have a
greater utility due to better channel conditions in the next slot. Therefore, we define a new
performance metric that will be used in making admission control decisions. First, based
on the outcome of the Traffic-aware Utility based subcarrier assignment procedure, the



















The time-average normalized utility provides a long-term view of how the user session
is performing. A low value of E[Ûn(t)] indicates that the user is most likely the candidate
to be released as the scheduler is not able to meet the QoS requirements of the user. We
represent the utility threshold as Uth and is defined in the region [0,1]. The normalized
utility is used since the utilities can vary widely over different slots and it is necessary to
have a relative value that can be compared with Uth. It can be argued that the ratio between
the average normalized utilities of different users and the ratio of the average absolute
utilities are fairly comparable. Based on this rationale, we utilize the E[Ûn(t)] to provide a
long-term view of the QoS performance. The admission control algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 2.
2.1.1.7 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the constrained utility-based scheduling is evaluated where the utility
function is modelled based on OFDMA system parameters and queue models using MAT-
LAB. The minimal algorithm routine implemented in C is used through the MATLAB mex
file to perform subcarrier allocation decisions.
We simulate the downlink of a small cell with the SAP serving N users. The users
distances dn are modelled randomly with a mean of 10 meters and a variance of 4 meters.
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for each time slot t do
for each user n do
Determine E[Ûn(t)] based on the subcarrier allocation algorithm




if a new user m requests for resources then
Compute Ûm(t)
if Ûm(t) < Uth then
Do not admit the user
else






Algorithm 2: Traffic-aware Utility based Admission Control Algorithm
The path-loss Lpn for all users are modelled based on the following indoor propagation
model,
Lpn = 37 + 30 log(dn) + L
wall
n , (21)
where Lwalln is the penetration loss due to walls for user n and is also modelled randomly.
The noise power is obtained from the equation
pnoise = −174 + 10 log(∆B) + f , (22)
where f is the noise figure in dB. All users experience log normal shadowing Lshadown with







The SNR distribution is obtained as Φn,k = ϕn pn,k. The system parameters considered
are shown in Table 3. For the computation of throughput, we have 5 users from each of the
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Table 3: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
System Bandwidth 1.92MHz Pathloss Model Indoor
Number of Subcarriers 64 User distances Rand., µ = 10m, σ2 = 4m
Subcarrier Bandwidth 30KHz Shadowing Mean 10dB
BER Required 10−3 λCBR 75 − 125kbps
Max. SAP Tx. Power 1W λVideo 200 − 256kbps
Max. subcarrier Tx. Power 0.05W λBE 150 − 180kbps
Total Number of Users 15 Shape parameter 3.066
Slot Length 10ms Simulation time 5000ms
traffic classes described in the previous section with a mix of SUs and EUs. For this pur-
pose, the arrival rates of CBR users are randomly distributed with range 75−125kbps. The
Video-Streaming users have arrival rates randomly distributed within range 200−256kbps.
The BE users have randomly distributed arrival rates within range 150 − 180kbps. The
shape parameter for Video-Streaming user is fixed at 3.066. The maximum delay allowed
for CBR and Video-Streaming users are fixed at 80ms, 150ms respectively.
In each slot, the utility and power matrices along with the global and local power con-
straints are computed and fed as input to the algorithm. The output of the algorithm is the
subcarrier assignment matrix S. The entire simulation sequence is run for 5000ms which is
used to compute the performance metrics. We highlight for this section, the performance
results of our scheduling policy in terms of throughput, fairness and delay. The results also
highlight how the performance of the TA-Utility scheme can be enhanced with the help of
TA-Utility based Admission Control scheme.
Figure 7 shows the time average throughput achieved by the users. As seen in the figure,
users 1 to 5 are the CBR users with uniform arrival rate in the range [75− 125]kbps. These
users achieve a time-average throughput of approximately 100kbps. The priority index an
of the users are set so that the utility of the SUs are higher than that of the EUs and hence
the SUs being able to achieve superior throughput. In the simulations, we have utilized
as = 2ae = 0.2 indicating that the probability of violation δs = 4δe, where the index s and
e correspond to the small cell user and external user respectively. The delay threshold Tn is
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set to the maximum delay values defined earlier based on the traffic type.
In addition to the throughput measurements, the mean of the queueing delay over the
simulation time is computed for different arrival rates for each traffic class. The simulation
parameters from Table 3 are retained. The mean delay of the worst-case user of each of the
traffic classes is plotted for different arrival rates. Two variants of the proposed schemes
are implemented. Under Scheme 1, only the TA-Utility scheme is implemented while
under Scheme 2, the TA-Utility scheme is enhanced using the proposed admission control
procedure. For Scheme 2, the simulation starts with 15 users and then new users of different
traffic classes are introduced randomly in the interval [0, 2000] milliseconds. User sessions
are released based on the admission control algorithm and for a given fixed utility threshold
Uth = 0.05. Both these results obtained for the mean delay are compared with the baseline
M-LWDF scheme for all the three traffic types.
As observed in Figure 8, the mean delay of the worst-case CBR user for both Scheme 1
and Scheme 2 remains within 50ms for arrivals below 300kbps compared to a mean delay
of 80ms under M-LWDF scheme. For arrivals beyond 300kbps, the M-LWDF scheme
has the mean delay increasing almost linearly whereas Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 result
in a slowly increasing mean delay with the Scheme 2 resulting in up to 50ms less delay
than Scheme 1 at arrival rates beyond 650kbps. For the case of video users shown in
Figure 9, Scheme 1 has comparable mean queueing delay to M-LWDF for all arrivals
below 350kbps. Beyond 350kbps, the mean delay is increasing slower than the M-LWDF
scheme. Scheme 2 results in further improvement from Scheme 1 with the maximum mean
delay reaching up to 190ms. Therefore, the TA-utility scheduling offers significant delay
performance gains for delay-sensitive traffic classes. At the same time, the mean delay
for Best Effort users, as shown in Figure 10, is much higher and reaches up to 1s for both
Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 when the arrival rate is 600kbps and above. This is still acceptable
given the presence of CBR and Video users with strict QoS requirements.
In addition to mean delay computation, it is also necessary to analyze the delay variance
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Figure 7: Throughput performance under traffic-aware utility based scheduling.























Figure 8: Mean delay performance of CBR traffic class.
performance to determine the fairness of the proposed scheme for different traffic classes.
The variance of the delay experienced by the users of a given traffic class is computed and
plotted against the mean arrival rates of the users’ traffic. The results obtained for Scheme
1 and Scheme 2 are compared with M-LWDF. Figure 11 shows the delay variance of CBR
users for different arrival rates. Low values of delay variance for the proposed schemes
compared to M-LWDF scheme indicates that a higher degree of fairness is achieved for
different CBR users. Similarly, Figure 12 shows that the delay variance of video traffic
under both Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 are marginally lower compared to M-LWDF scheme
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Figure 9: Mean delay performance of video traffic class.






















Figure 10: Mean delay performance of BE traffic class.
showing good fairness performance. In Figure 13, the delay variance is significantly higher
for low data rates for the proposed schemes, especially for Scheme 1, but as the arrival rates
of BE users increases, the delay variance converges towards that of the M-LWDF scheme.
2.1.1.8 Conclusions
In this work, the problem of admission control and QoS provisioning in hybrid small cells
with SUs and EUs has been considered. The need for an improved admission control ac-
counting for users’ unique access control features to provide stability and QoS performance
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Figure 11: Delay variance performance of CBR traffic class.
in the presence of heterogeneous traffic has been explained and a novel traffic-aware uti-
lity function aimed at this problem has been proposed. To this end, a traffic-aware utility
maximization approach under power constraints has been proposed and is posed as an opti-
mization objective. In order to obtain the optimal solution, a minimal algorithm that results
in a minimal core of allocation vectors is presented. In order to handle the incoming users
efficiently, an admission control algorithm based on the proposed traffic-aware utility func-
tion is proposed. In the end, the performance of the proposed scheme is illustrated using
simulations.
2.2 Handover Execution and Completion
2.2.1 Local Anchor based Handover for Clustered Small Cells
Seamless handover is a major challenge facing the large-scale adoption of the HetNet ar-
chitecture. For this reason, a 3GPP work item for HetNet mobility improvements in LTE
has been laid out in [31]. The 3GPP technical report in [32] provides a summary of the mo-
bility performance study and the proposed mobility enhancements under HetNets. Under
this, it is shown that the handover performance for users deteriorates with increase in small
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Figure 12: Delay variance performance of video traffic class.
cell density. This is mainly owing to the numerous cell edges resulting from the HetNet ar-
chitecture. However, a dense deployment of small cells, especially in indoor environments,
is deemed essential in order to achieve superior capacity and ubiquitous coverage.
In the case of large-scale small cell deployments such as in airports, malls, large of-
fice buildings or auditoriums, coordination among small cells is ideal to achieve optimal
performance. In fact, recent standardization and industry efforts target enterprise small
cells for the above scenarios [33] where coordination plays a key role. This coordination
enables to achieve improved mobility management, interference management as well as
self-organizing (SON) functions by utilizing the underlying network infrastructure [34].
Specifically for handover management, coordination plays a significant role in the fol-
lowing ways. First, it can facilitate scalable small cell deployments by potentially mini-
mizing the load on the core network during handovers. Second, since the small cells incor-
porate different backhaul technologies to connect to the operator’s network, coordination
can help overcome potential backhaul issues of long latency and operating costs involved
in signaling and data forwarding during handovers. However, the use of coordinated small
cells also place some constraints such as requiring a network infrastructure with high-speed
links between small cells.
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Figure 13: Delay variance performance of BE traffic class.
Handover management in HetNets has been well studied in recent years with a number
of solutions aimed to enhance mobility performance. Intelligent handover decision algo-
rithms have been proposed in [35, 36, 37, 38, 39] that, in general, aim to minimize the
number of handovers and handover failures in the network. However, when the number
of cell crossings are frequent, it is also necessary to minimize the impact of the handover
on the network and user. This includes the cost incurred during a handover in the form of
signaling and data forwarding costs as well as handover interruption time for the user.
Analogous to the earlier studies of fast handovers in [40], a fast handover scheme is
proposed in [41] where the higher layer data is buffered to all the small cells in the proxim-
ity of the current cell. Although these approaches reduce the handover interruption time,
the signaling load at the core network (CN) is still large which can negatively impact the
large scale deployment of small cells. In [42], it is proposed to move the mobility anchor
point from the Mobility Management Entity (MME) to the femtocell gateway. Such an
approach does not minimize the interruption time or the handover-related costs since the
femtocell gateway is also located at the core network.
In [43], a distributed implementation of the Mobility Management Entity (MME),
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which is the anchor for handover signaling is proposed. Nevertheless, this type of architec-
ture can raise major issues of security, failure handling and synchronization. For instance,
upon an incoming connection request for a mobile user, the MME must be aware of the
user contexts including location information, associated base station, etc. If the MME is
implemented in a distributed fashion, synchronization is required across other distributed
entities in order for the MU related context information to permeate across the network.
A lack of synchronization or delay can result in connection failure or failed detection. In
terms of security management, all the security keys for the small cell and users are either
generated or derived from the MME key using the global information. We argue that a
distributed architecture for key management on the one hand requires coordination among
the distributed entities in order to promise uniqueness. On the other hand, a revisit to the
security handling procedures would be required in order to facilitate this distributed archi-
tecture.
In [44], the handover signaling costs are compared for “direct X2” based and “X2-
Gateway” based approaches where the direct X2 interface based handover scheme shows
significant reduction in core network load and signaling cost. Nevertheless, these schemes
involve “path switching” procedure with the core network using the internet-based back-
haul causing additional signaling load on the core network. The path switching procedure
is a key factor in determining the downlink handover interruption time and delay jitter es-
pecially when the number of in-transit packets forwarded from source base station’s buffer
is not large [45].
Local mobility anchoring is a promising way to achieve overall mobility performance
improvement. Local anchor-based mobility management schemes were studied in [46] for
optimizing paging and registration updates. Similary, cellular IP was proposed in [47]
where some of the mobility management functions are moved to the base stations. In [48],
new architectures were proposed to move the mobility anchor point closer to the base sta-
tions. However, the proposed approach requires redefining the security key mechanisms
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and signaling flow among other major changes. In order to overcome the delay due to path
switching, a local anchor based handover was proposed in [49] using X2 data forwarding
analogous to the pointer forwarding technique originally proposed in [50]. In addition to
increasing the link utilization on the neighbour cells, it is not clear how the intermedi-
ate small cells will participate in establishing and maintaining the X2 forwarding chain to
enable data forwarding for the user after multiple handovers.
In this work, we consider the case of coordinated small cells and propose a novel local
anchor-based architecture to improve the overall handover performance [51, 52]. First, we
propose novel handover mechanisms using a local anchor-based architecture for coordi-
nated small cells. Following this, we develop analytical models for a cluster of small cells
to study the handover performance. Third, we provide closed-form expressions for hand-
over performance parameters under the proposed handover schemes. Finally, we present
numerical and simulation results highlighting the performance gains of the proposed hand-
over schemes.
2.2.1.1 Local Anchor-based Handover Management
We first motivate the need for a new handover architecture for coordinated small cells and
then describe our proposed local anchor-based handover architecture.
Motivation: The handover procedure for 3GPP LTE-A systems utilizing the direct
interface (X2 interface) between small cells (SCs) is illustrated in Figure 4 [7]. The key
observation from this X2-based handover procedure is that the mobility anchor for the
handover is the core network (particularly, the MME). Therefore, intuitively, it can be ar-
gued that the backhaul for the small cells must have the key characteristics of low-latency
and high reliability to achieve better handover performance. This is evident from the hand-
over interruption time computation [45]. The total downlink interruption due to handover
τ is determined as
τ = max(Tr,Tp), (24)
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where Tr is the time required for the MU to establish radio connection with the target SC
where Tr ≈ 18.5ms [45]. Tp is the time required by the target SC to perform path switch
and depends on the backhaul latency. Therefore, to obtain low handover interruption time,
the backhaul latency for the small cell must not exceed few tens of milliseconds. However,
the nature of the small cell deployments makes it difficult to achieve this stringent backhaul
latency requirements. Therefore, we utilize local mobility anchoring to satisfy the joint
objectives of minimizing total handover costs, handover interruption time and core network
load.
Local Anchor-based Architecture: To achieve the above core objectives, we pro-
pose a local anchor-based (LA-based) architecture for handover in coordinated small cells.
This is shown in Figure 14. A large array of small cells in a hotspot area is divided into
several clusters where each cluster contains a subset of small cells. The cluster is formed
based on a group of neighboring small cells which can form a local network. In the local
network, we consider that there is at least one small cell that maintains a link with each of
the small cells in the cluster. This small cell will be referred to as the local anchor (LA).
Coordination within the cluster is enabled using the local network.
The local anchor is networked to the IP gateway of the local network which interfaces
with the core network through a firewall and public internet which is one of the commonly
adopted backhaul solutions for small cells. The major benefit of the LA-based architecture
is that inter-small cell handover mechanisms can be proposed which utilize the LA as the
mobility anchor therefore minimizing the handover interruption as well as the handover-
related costs.
The role of the local anchor is described as follows:
• Concentrator of traffic between SCs and CN: The LA performs proxy or anchor
function for the data and signaling traffic flows between SCs in its cluster and the
CN. This includes proxy function for the S1-AP tunnel, which is a per-user signaling
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Figure 14: Local anchor based handover architecture.
(GTP), which is a per-user data connection between an SC and CN. Such a proxy
function is analogous to the approach utilized in LTE-A relays. To achieve this proxy
function, the LA utilizes a local anchor registration table (LART) as illustrated in
Figure 15. The LART maintains a mapping of the data and signaling plane end point
addresses for SC ⇔ LA and LA ⇔ CN links corresponding to each MU session
indicated by EPS Bearer ID. The proxy function is made possible by maintaining
S1 security over two hops between CN ⇔ LA and LA ⇔ SC links. Furthermore,
to support handover to cells outside the cluster including macrocell base stations
(MBSs), the LA also supports proxy X2 functions. However, we focus our study on
intra-cluster handovers in this work.
• Local Mobility Anchor for handover between other SCs: The LA acts as a local
mobility anchor for the users performing handover between SCs within its cluster.





















Figure 15: Local anchor registration table.
possible without affecting the established procedures.
Using the local anchor based-architecture, the proposed handover mechanisms are de-
scribed in the next subsections.
Drawbacks of existing handover mechanisms for small cells: In the existing LTE-
A handover mechanism, the destination SC sends a path switch request message to the
core network to initiate the switching of the downlink path for the MU towards the target
SC. Besides the switching of the downlink path, the path switch request message also
initiates the generation of new vertical keys for the target SC ⇐⇒ MU interface. The
newly generated key also enables forward key separation, i.e., once the target SC receives
the new key (through vertical key derivation) in path switch request ack from the MME,
the previous SC cannot decipher the data from the target SC. A detailed explanation of the
key management is provided in [53]. In essence, if the path switching is not performed,
then the target SC will continue to use the key derived by the previous SC (horizontal key
derivation).
However, we argue that this raises several issues. Due to the large backhaul latency and
frequent handovers in small cells, the path switch request ack from the MME is not always
received in time at the new small cell. On the one hand, it can be argued that the 2-hop
forward key separation is difficult to achieve anyway for small cells that experience poor
backhaul conditions since the user can undergo several handovers before the new small cell
receives the necessary information to generate a new vertical key. On the other hand, the































Figure 16: Local anchor registration table update after handover.
mechanism also results in several handover failures since the downlink path is not switched
to the new small cell.
Local Path Switching based handover: In this work, we propose a local path switch-
ing based (LP-based) handover mechanism for SCs belonging to the same cluster for up to
ν number of handovers for a given MU. Due to our proposed local-anchor based architec-
ture, the network still perceives that the user is still attached to the local anchor. Therefore,
the handover process can be completed without experiencing handover failures or delay
jitters.
To achieve this, the LA maintains a local counter per MU CountMU for the session
duration. Path switching is performed with the CN only when CountMU = nν where n
is a positive integer. This means that, in the handover completion phase, the path switch
message from the target SC is not forwarded to the CN by the LA. Instead, a new S1 path
is created between the target SC and the LA. To support this, the MU session in the LART
is updated with the new small cell endpoint address as shown in Figure 16 until the next
handover takes place. As a result of this approach, all future downlink data and signaling
for the MU is forwarded from the LA to the target SC. For subsequent handovers, the new
target SC information will be updated in the LART. Once the target SC receives the “end
marker” from the serving SC over the X2 interface, the new DL path between LA and target
SC will be utilized for future communication.
For the case of a handover when CountMU = nν, the actual path switch from the new
target SC is forwarded to the core network and the default handover procedure is performed
and the backward key separation restored. The counter design, i.e., the choice of ν is based
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on how often the full path switching is required by the system. We also show through our
results how relaxing this constraint can improve the handover performance. As we have
highlighted before, the constraint of 2-hop key separation is difficult to achieve anyway for
small cell systems with high-latency backhaul and more often leads to handover failures or
delay jitters. The benefit of our proposed scheme is that we propose an alternative handover
architecture in order to deal with the practical aspects of small cells systems. Until a major
revamp for creating a more distributed MME architecture is proposed, we are suggesting
practical solutions within the existing framework. The local path-switching based handover
procedure is illustrated in Figure 17.
The proposed LP-based handover mechanism offers the major benefit of minimizing the
handover interruption time τ by minimizing the path switching delay Tp during handover.
In addition, it offers key benefits of minimizing the handover-related signaling costs. These
benefits will be shown quantitatively through a thorough analysis and detailed simulations
in later sections.
Route Optimization-enhanced handover: Although the LP-based handover mech-
anism can potentially offer key handover performance benefits, the handover cost can be
further minimized for the LA-based architecture. During an inter-small cell handover, the
“in transit” downlink data forwarded from the serving SC’s buffer to the target SC fol-
lows the path LA⇒ Serving SC⇒ Target SC. This, albeit only for the handover duration,
is analogous to the triangular routing occuring in mobile IP networks and results in in-
creased handover cost (specifically, data forwarding cost). This is indicated in Figure 18.
In this approach, the triangular routing can be overcome by sending the path switch
request message from the target SC before the MU performs radio connection setup at the
target SC. Using this modified approach, the LA will be able to establish a new S1 path for
the target SC and switch the local data path to the target SC. This means that the downlink
data will be directly forwarded to the target SC instead of being forwarded through the
X2 link setup between serving SC and target SC. To avoid loss of in-transit data packets,
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Figure 18: Triangular routing of in-transit data during handover.
the sequence number (SN) of the downlink data packet (delivered over X2 control path
over the SN status transfer message) is indicated in the path switch request message.
However, it must be noted that the uplink data of the user will continue to be forwarded
from serving SC’s buffer to the target SC until the buffer is empty. We term this approach as
route optimization-enhanced (RO-enhanced) handover mechanism. Similar to the case of
LP-based handover, the RO-enhanced mechanism involves sending the path switch request
message to the core network whenever CountMU = nν. The RO-enhanced handover scheme
is illustrated in Figure 19.
Data Forwarding-enhanced handover: We further investigate a special handover
scenario when the MU handovers from a LA to a neighboring SC in the cluster. In this
case, it is possible to entirely eliminate the path switching operation. The X2 link created
between LA and target SC during the handover preparation phase will be utilized is gen-
erally released after the handover procedure. However, in this data forwarding-enhanced
(DF-enhanced) approach, the X2 link will be continued to be used to forward data packets
from the LA to the target SC in a similar way as proposed in [49]. Without the path switch
procedure, the serving SC does not receive an end marker for data transfer and hence the
X2 link is continued to be used for data forwarding. Nevertheless, when the MU moves out
47
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Figure 19: RO-enhanced handover mechanism for coordinated small cells.
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Figure 20: DF-enhanced handover mechanism for LA to SC handover.
of the target SC to a new SC, the RO-enhanced handover mechanism will be applied to ob-
tain maximum savings in terms of handover costs. The DF-enhanced handover mechanism
is illustrated in Figure 20.
Key benefits of our proposed handover schemes: Even though the concept of lo-
cally anchoring mobility has been proposed in the literature, there is not sufficient work
that provides a scalable and practical architecture for supporting handover in high-density
small cells. We highlight the key differences of our proposed solutions in this section.
In our proposed schemes, the network still perceives that the mobile user is attached to
the local anchor even if it is attached to any small cell in the cluster. This way, there is a
single point of control (MME) removing the need for synchronization.
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In terms of security key management, the only impact we foresee is that small cell keys
will not be refreshed after handover resulting in horizontal key derivation instead of vertical
key derivation. At the same time, our argument is that the forward key separation is difficult
to achieve anyway for small cells that experience poor backhaul conditions since the users
can undergo several handovers before the new small cell receives the necessary information
to generate a new virtual key after the user handovers.
In summary, we provide an alternative handover architecture in order to deal with the
practical aspects of small cells systems. Until a major revamp for supporting a scalable and
distributed MME architecture is proposed, we are suggesting practical solutions within the
existing framework.
2.2.1.2 Analytical Model
To evaluate the performance of the proposed handover mechanisms, we need to study the
evolution of the user’s traffic and mobility behavior in the coordinated small cell network.
To achieve this, we utilize a discrete-time Markov model to capture the user behavior in
a cluster of small cells containing a local anchor small cell. For the developed analytical
model, the stationary probabilities for a MU in each small cell are derived. This result will
be later utilized to obtain closed-form expressions for handover performance parameters.
Model Description: We consider a two-dimensional grid topology to model a cluster
of small cells as recommended in [54], [55]. This model has also been utilized in [49]
mentioned in the prior art. This is shown in Figure 21. Each block in the grid corresponds
to a small cell. The local anchor is located centrally in the grid and the other smalls cells
within the cluster are deployed surrounding the local anchor in tiers. The topology consists
of up to K tiers of small cells around the LA. It is constructed such that each SC has four
neighboring SCs except for the SCs in the Kth tier. The number of SCs in tier i equals 4i.
State variables are used to indicate the presence of a user with an active session within the
area of a small cell in the model. The state S 0 indicates that the MU is associated with the
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Figure 21: Two-dimensional grid topology for small cell cluster.
i and cell j within the tier i. An additional state variable S idle is used to indicate that the
user currently has no active session independent of which cell the user is associated with.
We consider that the MU changes state only at the end of a discrete time slot ∆t. The
user session is represented using the session arrival and session duration parameters. In this
work, we consider that the session arrival follows Poisson distribution with session arrival
rate λ. Therefore, the session arrival probability is given by Pλ = λ∆t. The session du-
ration follows exponential distribution with mean session duration of 1/µ. Therefore, the
corresponding probability Pµ = µ∆t indicates the probability of a session terminating. For
the user mobility, a random mobility model is considered where the users can move from
an SC to any of its neighbors with equal probability. The cell residence time which repre-
sents the time the user remains in its current cell is modeled using exponential distribution.
The mean cell residence time is given by 1/r and the corresponding probability of a user
leaving the current cell is given by Pr = r∆t. Due to the memoryless properties considered,
the evolution of user’s traffic and mobility behavior can be modeled using a discrete-time
Markov model.
In the Markov model, each cell would be represented by a state variable. However, this
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for m = 1→ K do
for b = 1→ d(m + 1)/2e do
for a = 0→ 3 do







































. upto ‘K’ tiers 
Figure 22: Grid topology representing aggregated states.
will result in state space explosion as the number of SCs in the cluster increases. There-
fore, we apply state aggregation for the Markov model making use of location symmetry
arising from the considered mobility model. The state aggregation algorithm is given in
Algorithm 3. After state aggregation, we have K tiers with M states in each tier such that
M = d(K + 1)/2e. The topology after performing state aggregation is shown in Figure 22.
The discrete-time Markov model for the aggregated states is represented in Figure 23.
In the Markov model, the MU remains in state S idle with a probability of 1 − Pλ. After
session arrival, the MU wakes up into any of the S ji states based on the cell density in each
state. The MU returns to the S idle state from any of the S
j
i states with a probability of Pµ.
With a probability of (1 − Pµ)(1 − Pr), the MU remains in the current cell while having

















Figure 23: Discrete-time Markov model for the aggregated states.
handovers from state S ji to state S
j̄
ī
. Upon the completion of a session, the MU returns to
the S idle state. In the model, N represents the total number of small cells in the model. The
probability Psi j sī j̄ is obtained based on the user mobility characteristics and the number of




4 if K > 3,
1 if K = 3.
(25)
Using the transition probability matrix of the Markov model, the normalization and bal-
ance equations are determined. Before providing the balance and normalization equations,





4 } if i < K − 1,
{1, 1} if i = K − 1,
{0, 0} if i = K.
(26)
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i = 1. (37)
The balance equations are given in equations (27) - (36). The normalization equation
is given in equation (37). Using equations (27) - (37) and using iterative method, we
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i ; ∀i, j. For simplicity, in the future sections, we use the
















i ∀i = 1, j = 1,
(38)





















In other words, the terms Ψ, Θ and Ω are parts of the stationary probability term π ji each
indicating a specific action that the user performs. The term Ψ ji indicates the probability
that the user moves to a cell classified under the same state S ji from the previous time while
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a session is active or simply wakes up into state S ji from an idle state S idle upon the arrival
of a session. Ω ji indicates the probability that the user undergoes handover from any state
other than its current state S ji or S idle. For the special case when the user’s current state
is S 11, the term Θ
1
1 indicates the probability with which the user handovers from the local
anchor to a cell in state S 11.
We utilize the stationary probability distribution π ji and πidle to obtain several handover
performance metrics.
2.2.1.3 Performance Metrics
Our objective is to utilize the mathematical framework developed above to obtain the
closed-form expressions for different handover performance metrics. The key parameters
we consider in this work include average handover cost and average handover interruption
time.
Average Handover Cost: The average handover cost CHO is a key performance met-
ric for handover schemes and we define this parameter as the mean of the total handover-
related costs required per handover in the network. The cost functions are expressed in








































• ξ : Mean number of handovers per MU per session.
• ν : Number of handovers before full path switching.
• Ċi j : Handover cost to an SC in state S
j
i when CounterMU = nν.
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• C̈i j : Handover cost to an SC in state S
j
i with local path switching when CounterMU ,
nν.
Equation (39) is used to compute both the signaling cost C si j and the data forwarding cost
CDi j incurred during a handover by using the appropriate cost functions for Ċi j and C̈i j. For
example, to obtain the average signaling cost, the cost functions Ċi j and C̈i j in equation (39)
are replaced by the signaling cost functions Ċ si j and C̈
s
i j defined in Section 2.2.1.3 for each
of the proposed handover schemes. Similarly, the average data forwarding cost is obtained
by utilizing the data forwarding cost functions Ċdi j and C̈
d
i j defined in Section 2.2.1.3.
Average Handover Interruption Time: As we discussed before, handover interrup-
tion time for a single MU handover is τ = max(Tr,Tp) where Tr is the time required for the
MU to establish radio connection with the target SC and Tp is the time required to perform
path switch at the target SC. Therefore, τ is a measure of the seamlessness of the handover
which is a very important metric for QoS performance.
The mean handover interruption time is obtained as follows. Let τ̇i j and τ̈i j indicate the
interruption time incurred when a user handovers to a cell in state S ji with and without full
path switching. Since the interruption times depends on the link delay as shown in equa-
tions (41)-(43), different cases of handovers lead to different interruption times. Therefore,
we mutiply these interruptions by the probability of the user undergoing each handover
case. In addition, the percentage of the user undergoing a handover within the local an-
chor and with the core network is also considered while computing the expression for the
mean handover interruption time. For the proposed model, we obtain the mean handover













































• τ̇i j : Interruption times for handover to an SC in state S
j
i when CounterMU = nν.
• τ̈i j : Interruption times for handover to an SC in state S
j
i with local path switching
when CounterMU , nν respectively.








Cla; if i = 0, j = 1,
Csc + Cla + 2 ∗Cs1; if i = 1, j = 1,
Csc + Cla + 2 ∗Cs1; otherwise,
(41)
for the LP-based and RO-enhanced schemes. Here, Csc, Cla are the processing costs at
small cell and local anchor respectively in milliseconds. CX2 is the X2 link cost, whereas






Cla; if i = 0, j = 1,
0; if i = 1, j = 1,
Csc + Cla + 2 ∗Cs1; otherwise,
(42)
Ṫp for all the three schemes is given by
Ṫp =

Cla + Cscgw + 2Cs1∗ + Cps; if i = 0, j = 1,
Csc + 2Cla + Cscgw + 2Cs1∗
+Cps; otherwise,
(43)
where Cs1∗ is the link cost for the S1 link between the SC and the core network. In addition,
Cscgw represents the processing cost at the small cell gateway and Cps represents the path
switching cost. In order to compare our solution to the 3GPP LTE-A handover approach,
we apply τ̈i j = τ̇i j.
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Average Core Network Load: The average core network load is defined as the av-
erage number of signaling messages that involve the core network (both MME and S-GW)
resulting from a MU handover. The expression for the average core network load can be
obtained from equation (39) by replacing Ċi j and C̈i j with the per-handover core network
load lCN .
Cost Functions: The cost functions are two-fold: (i) Signaling cost C si j, and (ii) Data
forwarding cost Cdi j. We compute the cost functions as the sum of the link delays due to
the transmission of the signaling messages and the processing delay for these signaling
messages at different nodes during a handover process.
In our topology, the SC in a cluster can be connected to the LA through multi-hop using
the local network. However, since the intermediary SCs only act as IP routers for the SC
⇔ LA communication, the processing cost at the intermediate SCs mainly originate from
the router processing cost. In this case, the intermediate SCs do not require the additional
processing cost at the X2 layer performing GPRS tunneling functions and S1 application
protocol functions. With this in mind, we have considered that the routing processing cost
to be negligible in the computation of the cost function.
LP-based handover: We provide the signaling and data forwarding costs for the LP-
based handover mechanism when local path-switching is applied under conditions that
CounterMU , nν. For the case of CounterMU = nν, the 3GPP LTE-A handover cost will be
applied which will be presented later in this section. The handover costs can vary depending
on whether the handover occurs from LA to SC or SC to SC.
The signaling cost C̈ si j is given as
C̈ si j =

4Csc + 2Cla + 4CX2 + Cs1; if i = 0, j = 1,
5Csc + 2Cla + 4CX2 + 2Cs1; if i = 1, j = 1,
5Csc + 2Cla + 4CX2 + 3Cs1; otherwise.
(44)
where Csc, Cla are the processing costs at small cell and local anchor respectively. CX2 and
Cs1 represent the X2 and S1 link costs respectively.
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The data forwarding cost C̈Di j is given as
C̈Di j =

Csc + Cla + CX2 + Cs1; if i = 0, j = 1,
Csc + CX2; if i = 1, j = 1,
Csc + Cla + CX2 + Cs1; otherwise.
(45)
RO-enhanced handover: The signaling cost for this approach is the same as in equa-
tion (44). The data forwarding cost is given as
C̈Di j =

q(Csc + CX2) + Cla; if i = 0, j = 1,
Cla + Cs1; if i = j = 1,
q(Csc + CX2)+
(1 − q)(Cla + Cs1); otherwise,
(46)
where q and 1 − q are fractions of uplink and downlink data respectively.
DF-enhanced handover: The signaling cost and data forwarding cost under the DF-
enhanced handover approach differ from the RO-enhanced handover only for the case when
an MU experiences handover from LA to SC. These are given as C̈ s11 = 4Csc + 4CX2 and
C̈D11 = Csc + CX2.
For the proposed handover approaches, when path switching is applied, the data for-
warding cost will still be Ċ si j = C̈
s
i j. However, the signaling cost is given by
Ċ si j = 5Csc + 4CX2 + 3Cs1∗ + 2Cscgw + Cps. (47)
We compare our solution for the case when no local mobility anchoring is utilized. In
this case, we apply C̈ si j = Ċ
s
i j to determine the signaling cost. Similarly the data forwarding
cost is given by ĊDi j = C̈
D
i j = Csc + CX2 + Cla + Cs1.
2.2.1.4 Analytical and Simulation Results
Numerical Evaluation: First, we numerically evaluate the proposed schemes based
on the performance metrics derived in Section ??. The system parameter values used for
the numerical evaluation are provided in Table 4 as recommended in [45]. The handover
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performance metrics are provided as ratio of the values achieved by the proposed scheme
to the ones achieved by the current 3GPP handover scheme. This means that a smaller ratio
corresponds to improved handover performance.
(a) (b)
Figure 24: Numerical evaluation of handover performance vs number of tiers K and path
switching threshold ν.
Figure 25: Handover interruption time vs number of tiers K and path switching threshold
ν.
In Figure 24(a), the average signaling cost ratio under the proposed handover schemes
is plotted as a function of the number of tiers (K) in the cluster and the path switching
threshold (ν). We observe that all three proposed schemes vary with K and ν in a similar
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Table 4: System parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Session arrival rate λ 0.001/s Csc 5ms
Session duration parameter µ 0.01/s Cla 10ms
Cell residence parameter r 0.1/s Cs1 10ms
Number of tiers K 1, 2, 3, 4 CX2 5ms
Number of small cells N 5, 13, 25, 41 Cs1∗ 50ms
Discrete-time slot duration ∆t 0.01s Cscgw 10ms
– – Cps 5ms
manner. The signaling cost ratio is large for small values of ν. This is expected as low
values of ν will trigger more frequent path switching for each handover. However, as ν is
increased, we observe that the signaling cost ratio decreases rapidly and reaches to around
40% of the maximum ratio. This corresponds to about 60% of signaling cost savings. This
validates our claims that reducing the frequency of full path switching with the network
results in signaling cost savings. Among the three mechanisms, the DF-enhanced handover
offers the highest savings in signaling cost of about 70% for K ≤ 2 and ν ≥ 8. Even for
ν = 6, all the three proposed schemes are able to offer almost 60% signaling cost savings.
It is also interesting to note that increase in tier size (K) does not have a major effect on the
signaling cost performance. This allows for scalable cluster sizes given that the network
infrastructure is capable of supporting coordination among the member SCs.
The average data forwarding cost is plotted as a function of ν and K in Figure 24(b). We
observe that the LP-based handover does not offer significant performance gain when K ≥
3. This is expected as there is a triangular routing of the “in-transit” data from the serving
SC to the target SC during a handover. However, with the support of route-optimization
for the “in-transit” data packets, the RO-enhanced and DF-enhanced schemes are able to
achieve about 50% gain in the average data forwarding cost. It is also important to note
that both these schemes do not vary significantly with ν since the route optimization is
independent of the frequency of path switching. It is worthy of observing that the RO-
enhanced scheme has a unique behavior compared to other schemes with increasing K.
This is caused due to the high cost involved for a MU handover from LA to a neighboring
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SC. However, as K increases, the probability of this handover occuring decreases and hence
the data forwarding cost becomes low.
Figure 25 highlights the average handover interruption time ratio plotted against ν and
K. The parameter affecting the handover interruption time is mainly the path switching
threshold. As ν increases, the path switching takes place less frequently and hence we can
observe that the handover interruption time decreases and reaches a minimum of up to 20%
of the maximum ratio. This corresponds to about 80% reduction in the interruption time.
This is a key benefit of our proposed schemes as lower interruption time reduces handover
failures and enable seamless mobility for users.
Simulation Setup: In order to validate the performance of the proposed handover
schemes, we conduct Monte-Carlo simulation of a small cell cluster with several mobile
users using MATLAB. A two-tier small cell cluster is considered consisting of N = 13
small cells (one of which is a local anchor) and 50 mobile users in a 100m x 100m area.
This can be visualized as a deployment in a typical office building with a uniform and
coordinated deployment. The topology is shown in Figure 26. In the figure, each small cell
is considered to provide coverage over a 10m x 10m grid. The users are deployed randomly
in the grid indicated by the thick dots under the small cell coverage.
Session arrival for users is modeled using Poisson distribution with mean arrival rate λ.
Session duration and cell residence time are modeled using exponential distribution with
parameters µ and r respectively. As considered in the analytical model, the users can move
to each of their neighboring cells with equal probability at the end of the slot duration. A
slot duration of 10ms is considered and the simulation is performed for 10000 time slots.
The state evolution is generated for each of the users based on the discrete-time Markov
model for the entire simulation duration. Handover occurs in cases when the MUs change
their states between any of the S ji states in successive time slots. At each time step, the
previous and current states are identified to determine if a handover for the MU has occured.

















Figure 26: Simulation of a small cell cluster with K = 2.
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the proposed schemes and the current LTE-A handover scheme. The entire simulation is
conducted for 104 Monte-Carlo iterations. At the end of the simulation, the ratio of the
handover costs and handover interruption times of the proposed schemes and the existing
LTE-A handover scheme are determined.
First, the above simulation is performed for different values of ν and the results are
plotted against the path switching threshold ν in comparison to the analytical results ob-
tained earlier. Further, we also study the effect of the session arrival and user mobility on
the handover performance metrics. In the latter case, the path switching threshold is fixed
but the session arrival parameters and mobility parameters are varied for which the results
are obtained.
Simulation of a Large Network with Gauss-Markov mobility model: In order to
further validate our results, we simulate a large network with several clusters. For this, we
constructed a scenario with a rectangular grid containing 100x100 small cells with each
having a coverage area of 10m. The intersection of every third row and column contains a
local anchor. This is chosen to resemble a cluster of tier size K = 2. The network consists
of 500 users with the initial locations of users randomly selected in the 2-D grid. The users
experience mobility based on the well-known Gauss-Markov mobility model [56].
Under the Gauss-Markov mobility model, each user chooses a velocity and direction to
follow at every discrete time step. The velocity V and direction D of the users at time step
t is computed based on the values at time step t − 1 and a random variable as shown in the
following expressions.
Vt = αVt−1 + (1 − α)V̄ + σV
√
1 − α2wVt−1 , (48)
Dt = αDt−1 + (1 − α)D̄ + σD
√
1 − α2wDt−1 , (49)
where 0 < α < 1 is a tuning parameter to determine the randomness of the movement. V̄
and σV indicate the asymptotic mean and standard deviation of the velocity. Similarly D̄
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andσD indicate the asymptotic mean and standard deviation of the direction. wVt−1 and wDt−1
are uncorrelated Gaussian processes with zero mean and unit variances and are independent
of Vt−1 and Dt−1.
Then the (xt, yt) coordinates of the user in 2-D space at time t is given by
xt = xt−1 + Vt−1cosDt−1, (50)
yt = yt−1 + Vt−1cosDt−1, (51)
The simulation is run for 1000 time steps such that each time step has a duration of 1s.
The session parameters are retained from Section 2.2.1.4. For the Gauss-Markov mobility
model, we adopt α = 0.5, V̄ = 6m/s and D̄ = π/2. The asymptotic variances are set as
σV = 3 and σD = π/8. wVt−1 and wVt−1 determined from a standard normal distribution.
Users experience handover if they cross cell boundaries while a session is active be-
tween successive time steps. The handover cost functions are computed based on the type
of the handover, i.e., if the user handovers from small cell to another small cell or local
anchor and so on. For inter-cluster handover, we consider the cost to be equivalent to a
SC-SC handover with full path-switching. The simulation is conducted for 10000 Monte
Carlo trials and the average handover costs are computed.
Comparison of Numerical and Simulation Results: We provide a comparison of
the results from the analytical and the simulation models described above.
Impact of path switch threshold on handover performance: The handover costs and
interruption times are plotted against ν for a fixed K = 2. Figure 27 plots the average
signaling cost ratio against the path switching threshold ν for the proposed schemes. All
three proposed handover schemes show consistent behavior in the numerical and simulation
evaluation where the average signaling cost decreases sharply at the beginning. However,
beyond ν = 4, there is little impact on the signaling cost. This result is very important as
it signifies that performance of the proposed schemes is not limited by the path switching
threshold setting. This also validates our analytical expressions for the average signaling
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Average signaling cost ratio (K = 2)



















Figure 27: Impact of ν on average signaling cost ratio.
cost derived in section 2.2.1.3. In addition, it is interesting to observe that there is greater
signaling cost savings through simulations compared to the numerical results achieving
cost saving of over 80% for the LP-based and RO-enhanced schemes. The DF-enhanced
scheme is able to achieve over 90% cost savings for ν ≥ 4.
In Figure 28, the average data forwarding cost is plotted. As expected, the data forward-
ing cost is independent of ν, which is in agreement with the numerical results. In addition,
the cost values through simulation and numerical analysis follow each other very closely
reaching up to 50% cost savings for the DF-enhanced scheme. A similar performance is
observed for the handover interruption time as illustrated in Figure 29. All three schemes
show similar performance with over 80% reduction in average interruption time as seen
from the simulation results.
Impact of call-to-mobility ratio on handover performance: We study the impact of the
session arrival rate and cell residence time on the handover performance. To this end, we
utilize the call-to-mobility ratio parameter ρ = λr where λ is the mean session arrival rate
and r is the cell residence parameter. A low value of call-to-mobility ratio indicates the user
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Average data forwarding cost ratio (K = 2)























Figure 28: Impact of ν on average data forwarding cost ratio.











Average downlink handover interruption time ratio (K = 2)





































































Figure 30: Impact of call-to-mobility ratio on signaling cost.
is highly mobile relative to the mean time between two session arrivals. This implies that
the probability of a user undergoing a handover increases leading to high average handover
costs. On the contrary, very large values of ρ indicate that the user is less mobile relative
to the session arrival. This must lead to a lower probability of user handover leading to low
average handover related costs.
The average handover costs for the LP-based scheme are plotted against the call-to-
mobility ratio in Figure 30. For low values of ρ, the signaling and data forwarding costs re-
main very high due to high mobility of users. As ρ increases, the users become less mobile
thereby experiencing lower handover probability. This is reflected by the low signaling and
data forwarding costs for large values of ρ. Although, both the simulation and analytical
results show the handover cost as a decreasing function of ρ, the handover cost experiences
a steep fall much earlier in the simulation results than in the case of the analytical results. A
similar behavior to the handover cost is observed for the handover interruption time when

















































Figure 31: Impact of call-to-mobility ratio on handover interruption time.
Impact of different mobility models on handover performance: The handover costs
and interruption times are computed for the different mobility models considered. These
results are plotted in Figure 32 and 33. Our results show that the handover performance
both in terms of handover costs and interruption time do not vary significantly if the users
follow different mobility models. Especially, the Gaussian Markov mobility model, which
provides a tradeoff between the randomness and memory follows closely the performance
results from our analytical model. This further shows that the proposed analytical model is
fairly accurate in capturing the behavior of the handover dynamics in the system.
2.2.1.5 Conclusions
The emergence of small cells requires a rethinking of the traditional cellular system con-
cepts. Coordination is expected to play a key role in smalls cells to achieve improved
mobility management and SON features among others. In this work, we utilized coordi-
nation among small cells to propose a local anchor-based handover architecture. Based on
this, we proposed novel handover schemes employing a local mobility anchor. To evaluate



























Figure 32: Data forwarding cost under different mobility models
on Markov models. Using this mathematical framework, we derived closed-form expres-
sions for the key handover performance parameters including average handover cost and
average handover interruption time. The performance is evaluated using numerical analysis
and simulations which indicate savings of at least 60% in the handover cost and over 80%
reduction in the handover interruption over existing schemes.
With the expected large-scale adoption of small cells in large offices and hot-spot areas,
handover management approaches such as our proposed method will be key to facilitate
seamless service for mobile users in a scalable and efficient manner. The proposed mathe-
matical framework have been shown to closely follow more realistic models through simu-
lation and hence can be utilized to analyze the performance of new handover schemes that
employ a local anchor.
2.2.2 Group Handover for Mobile Relays
Relays are small cells that have a wireless backhaul to the macrocell base stations. Relay
stations (RS) can intelligently relay data between a base station (BS) and mobile stations
wirelessly. The communication between BS and RSs takes place in a similar way as the

































Figure 33: Handover interruption time under different mobility models.
other words, the RS(s) maintains a wireless backhaul connectivity with the BS and hence
the network. At the other end, the RS can establish PMP connectivity with the MS. There-
fore, the RS can provide both uplink and downlink connectivity for the MS. The BS⇔RS
links and RS⇔RS links are usually referred to as relay links whereas the BS⇔MS links
and RS⇔MS links are referred to as access links.
Relay station proves beneficial in several ways in the cellular network. First, like other
small cells, RS can provide increased capacity through frequency reuse. In other words,
capacity increase can be realized when both BS and RS in a given area communicate with
different MSs using the same frequency resources. Second, it can provide improved co-
verage with lesser deployment costs as against femtocells from the fact that relay uses
wireless backhaul link with the network. This facilitates adhoc deployment of relays in
areas where the BSs cannot provide sufficient coverage (for e.g., at cell edges and coverage
holes). Several deployment scenarios are envisioned for relay stations [57].
While fixed relays support several use cases defined for 4G systems, mobile relays can
enable more use cases that are not part of the 4G standards yet. We identify that mo-
bile relays can address the key requirements of low latency, reduced handover interruption
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time and high spectral efficiency. Prior work on enhanced relay solutions primarily con-
sider multi-hop and cooperative relays but very few take into account the impact on the
standards. Similarly, IEEE 802.16j relay standard supports relay mobility. Although, its
implementation/deployment is largely limited as it fails to reduce the relay station complex-
ity and has backward compatibility issues with 802.16e [58]. We believe that the mobile
relay solution we propose is unique in the way that it provides backward compatibility with
legacy systems while providing significant gains in the performance.
The key idea behind the proposed group handover mechanism is that the radio links
between the users and the mobile relay station is maintained throughout the handover pro-
cess. Instead, it is only required for the relay station to change the point of attachment from
its old BS to a new BS. This is illustrated in Figure 34. However, the challenge here is
about preserving the per-user service flow between mobile users and network in a seamless






Figure 34: Group handover scenario in high-speed vehicles with mobile small cells.
In this work, we first highlight three important use cases, where mobile relays have the
potential to provide performance improvements under high speed user mobility, heavy load
conditions. Following this, we propose a group handover mechanism for mobile relays with
a strong view of the current relay architecture of 4G systems including IEEE 802.16m as
well as LTE-A. Based on this handover procedure, we describe the relay handover architec-
ture for 802.16m Advanced Relay Station. For the proposed group handover scheme, we
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highlight the control plane and user plane architectural enhancements required to support
relay mobility. Finally, we carry out a performance comparison of mobile relays against
the “no relay” and “non-mobile relay” scenarios mainly using the key parameters including
overheads on the access and core network.
2.2.2.1 Use Cases of Mobile Relay
The key features of relays such as low equipment cost and flexible deployment options have
resulted in strong interest from the industry as well as academia to focus on relay mobility.
More intriguing is the fact that mobile relays can potentially be leveraged to achieve new
levels of seamless user mobility experience. We highlight three important use cases for
leveraging mobile relays to realize some key IMT-Advanced requirements. These use case
are discussed as follows.
Group Mobility: First, we highlight group mobility where an improved handover
mechanism enables seamless mobility of a group of users. Group mobility makes sense
for concurrent handovers to be performed for a group of users in high speed vehicles such
as trains and buses. The idea is to have a mobile relay station in the high speed vehicle
serving the MSs within. Mobility results in a handover of the relay station to a neighbor-
ing BS. At the same time, from the perspective of the MSs, the point of attachment, i.e.,
RS remains the same. Hence, the PMP connectivity for the MSs is preserved while the
RS handover procedure is performed transparent to MSs. Group mobility can significantly
reduce the overheads on the radio interface and network thus minimizing latency for all
users. In addition, this improved handover mechanism can significantly reduce the hand-
over interruption time which is one of the key requirements for IMT-Advanced systems.
Network Reliability: The mobile relay concept can also be applied to improve the
reliability of a relay system. Since RS is attached to the core network with relay link as
wireless backhaul, its reliability is less than typical wired backhaul. Reliability may be a
major issue for low-cost small-cell RSs. Ideally, radio link failure prevention and recovery
at RS should be handled transparent to the attached MSs. With the mobile relay framework,
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an RS that is about to experience or currently experiencing radio link failure on relay link
is capable of re-establishing backhaul connection with another suitable neighbor BS using
a handover procedure, and this just appears as a scheduling glitch for all MSs associated
with RS. Therefore, such self-healing wireless backhaul operation significantly improves
network reliability without incurring any special handling at MS.
Wireless Backhaul Load Balancing: Similar to the use case of enhancing relay net-
work reliability, the network may even more aggressively switch point of attachment for
the RS based on operation status, such as loading of different BS and the associated net-
work gateway. The network may initiate handover for RS to a more suitable BS to ensure
load balancing within radio access network as well as core network. Again with mobile
relay framework, the network can dynamically perform such operation without impacting
the connectivity of MSs associated with the RS. This provides a very attractive feature for
network operators.
2.2.2.2 Mobile Relay Architecture
A non-transparent relay standard has been specified for 4G systems by IEEE 802.16m
wherein the advanced relay station (ARS) has the features of distinct physical layer cell
IDs in each of the sectors it controls. The 16m relay functions using the “decode and for-
ward paradigm where an ARS controls its own cell with a wireless backhaul connection to
the access service network gateway (ASN-GW) through the advanced base station (ABS).
802.16m supports both time-division duplex (TDD) as well as frequency-division duplex
(FDD) modes for relaying.
Figure 35 shows the interface architecture of a 4G 16m relay [59]. It can be observed
that there are several reference points that define the protocols and procedures between the
different entities of the 802.16m system [60]. R1 interface provides radio link between base
station and mobile stations. R6 and R8 reference points provide the ABS⇔ ASN-GW and
ABS ⇔ ABS interfaces respectively. R3 reference point provides IP connectivity for the
ASN-GW from the Connectivity Service Network (CSN). The relay station incorporates
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both ABS as well as AMS functions. The AMS part of the relay station has an R1r interface
with the ABS whereas the ABS part of the relay station has R8 and R6 logical connections
with the ABS and ASN-GW respectively. The ARS⇔ AMS PMP connectivity is provided
by the ABS part of the relay station using R1a interface. The relay station uses R6 interface
to communicate with the ASN-GW. Since there is no physical link between the relay station
and the ASN-GW, the relay uses the two-hop ARS ⇔ ABS ⇔ ASN-GW physical link to
communicate with the network. The access and relay R1 links are referenced using the
notations R1a and R1r respectively to underline their functional difference. One of the key
features of the IEEE 802.16m relay architecture is that the relay station implements all the
control mechanisms of the associated mobile stations such as handoff, security, idle and
sleep operations, etc.
Figure 35: Relay architecture in 4G WiMAX 802.16m systems.
Figure 36 shows the C-plane protocol architecture. On receiving the control messages
from ASN-GW over R6, the ABS performs classification to recognize that the received
ASN packets are ARS (the ABS part) related control messages. The ABS, then, translates
the control messages between the two interfaces by encapsulating them in a “MAC-L2-
XFER MAC management message and sends it to the target ARS with FlowID = 1 [61].
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Similarly, on the uplink, the ARS sends the control message as MAC-L2-XFER message
with FlowID = 1. On the relay link, MAC Control PDUs are used for control message
exchange between ARS and ABS. The R8 control messages between the ABS and ARS,
similarly, are transferred as MAC-L2-XFER messages over the physical R1r link.
Figure 36: C-plane protocol stack for relay support in 4G WiMAX.
Figure 37 shows the U-plane protocol architecture. The GRE tunnels running frosm
the ASN-GWs are terminated at the ABS. The AMSs related packets are then detunneled
and encapsulated into a relay MAC PDU (MPDUs) of the ARS where the advanced relay
forwarding extended header (ARFEH) may be appended to identify the ASN data traffic.
The relay MPDUs encapsulated with the ARFEH header is indicated by GRE* in the figure.
The mapping between the GRE tunnel IDs and ARFEH headers is maintained both at the
ABS and the relay station so that the R6 data function effectively is running between ARS
⇔ ABS ⇔ ASN-GW. The ARS decapsulates the received relay MPDU and transmits the
ASN data traffic to the target AMSs as AMS MPDUs. Similarly, on the uplink, the ARS
encapsulates the data traffic from different AMSs into a relay MPDU. Again, the ARFEH
may be appended to identify the ASN data traffic. Finally, the ABS maps the data packets
to the AMS specific GRE tunnel that runs from the ABS to the ASN-GW.
2.2.2.3 Group Handover Scheme for Mobile Relays
As illustrated in Figure 34, small cells mounted on vehicles with wireless backhauls (for
e.g., mobile relay stations) can enable group handovers of such in-vehicle users. Through
this approach, a single group handover procedure can ensure handover of a group of users
served by the mobile relay station (MRS) between macrocell base stations (BS). Group
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Figure 37: U-plane protocol stack for relay support in 4G WiMAX.
handover can significantly reduce the overheads on the radio interface and network thus
minimizing latency for all users.
To this end, a transparent group handover mechanism and handover architecture is pro-
posed in this work for IMT-Advanced systems including IEEE 802.16m (WiMAX) and
3GPP LTE-Advanced. The MRS is considered to be “decode and forward” capable with
a distinct physical layer cell ID(s) and able to connect to the core network (CN) through a
BS. The MRS also implements all the control mechanisms for the attached mobile stations
such as handoff, security and sleep operations. The MRS incorporates both base station
and user functions. The user part of the MRS connects to the BS like other MSs. The base
station part of the MRS provides point-to-multipoint connectivity for regular MSs.
Group Handover Mechanism: First, we focus on the handover (HO) procedure for
the mobile relay between the serving and target ABSs. For simplicity, we only consider
intra-ASN handover in this work. The handover mechanism is illustrated in Figure 38 .
The handover and network re-entry process flow for ARS is as shown below:
1. Obtain network topology and neighbor ABS parameters
2. Initiate ARS handover to target ABS (either ARS or ABS initiated)
3. Perform network re-entry at target ABS
4. Configure operational parameters
Except for the final step, where the ARS needs to obtain the configuration to provide
PMP connectivity to the AMSs, the handover framework of ARS closely resembles the
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handover procedure for a regular mobile station. The access network handover and network
re-entry procedures are described below.
Access Network Handover: The handover can be either user-initiated (for e.g., IEEE
802.16m) or network-initiated with user assistance (3GPP LTE-A). We describe the user-
initiated group handover process below:
• The ARS sends a Handover Request Message with a list of preferred target base
stations to the serving ABS.
• The serving ABS, in turn, sends an R8 Handover Request message to the target
ABS(s).
• The target ABS(s) obtains AK Context and initiates data path pre-registration for
the ARS with the ASN-GW over R6. The target ABS also classifies the Handover
Request message to identify that handover is required for a relay station.
• If handover for the ARS is accepted, the target ABS must send an R8 Handover
Response message to the serving ABS. But the target ABS needs the tunnel mapping
information to perform GRE Tunnel ID ⇔ ARFEH mapping to identify the per-
AMS ASN tunnels and their corresponding QOS parameters. Hence, the target ABS
would piggyback a Tunnel Mapping Context Request message requesting the tunnel
mapping table and per-tunnel QOS over the Handover Response message.
• The serving ABS sends a Handover Command message over the relay link to the
ARS to inform the ARS about the handover decision.
• The ARS starts ranging at the target ABS to begin the network re-entry procedure.
For optimization, if the HO Reentry Mode is set to 1 in the Handover Command
message sent to ARS, the serving ABS can ensure that data path is available for
the ARS related AMSs until the ARS completes network re-entry at the target base
station.
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Core Network Re-entry: The core network re-entry phase is described as follows:
• The ARS initiates the Ranging Request/Response message exchange with the T-
ABS.
• A Handover Confirmation message is received by the target ABS from the serving
ABS. This message includes the piggybacked Tunnel Mapping Context Response
message so that the target ABS can perform data path pre-registration with the ASN-
GW over R6. The ASN-GW may either set-up a brand new tunnel with the target
ABS for the corresponding service flow and break the GRE tunnel with the serving
ABS; or it may reuse the same GRE tunnel for the service flow and update its Tunnel
forwarding port to be the target base station. The latter case is straight forward where
the ARS can establish data path directly with ARS during its re-entry. In the former
case, the target ABS needs to perform Data Path Reg/Update with the ARS over R8
for the ARS to update the new tunnel mapping context.
• The data path registration procedure ends when the target ABS receives a Path Reg-
istration Response message from the ARS.
• For the ARS to support relay operation at the new serving ABS, a Layer-3 control
path from the ASN-GW to the ARS is also established to update configuration from
the OAM (Operations, Administration and Maintenance) server.
• The serving ABS, after sending the Handover Confirmation message may discard all
connection resource information (ARS and related AMSs) including the MAC state
machine and all outstanding buffered PDUs.
• The Handover Complete message from the target ABS indicates the completion of
Network Re-entry which prompts the serving ABS to release all MAC context and
MAC PDUs associated with ARS. Following this, the serving ABS initiates Data
Path De-registration with the ASN-GW.
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• Finally the ARS receives the PHY layer operational parameters from the target ABS.
Any changes in the operational parameters are communicated to the AMSs by the
ARS over the access links.
Re-establishment of Mobile Relay Station Wireless Backhaul: The handover ar-
chitecture for a mobile relay is illustrated in Figure 39. The serving base station maintains
a table containing the mapping between the ARFEH ID and the GRE tunnel ID for each
of the per AMS service flows. The figure shows a sample table entry that needs to be
exchanged between the base stations during ARS handover. MS Info [=AMS1] includes
AMS information such as MSID, service flow info. DP ID [=5B9F9C71] is the 32-bit Data
Path identification for the per AMS GRE Tunnel. ARFEH ID [=8FE] is the compressed
12-bit identification for the per AMS service flow between base station and relay station.
QOS parameter [=X] contains the QOS description of the service flow.
On the Control plane, the Tunnel Mapping Context Request/ Response over R8 helps
the target base station to perform Data Path Registration for ARS associated AMSs. The
target base station performs Data Path Pre-Registration Procedure with the ASN-GW. Here,
we assume the more common case where the ASN-GW establishes a new GRE tunnel
[=A70BF54C] with the target base station for each of the service flows and breaks the
GRE tunnels with the serving ABS. The target base station assigns a new ARFEH [=D84]
for these per-AMS tunnels for identification. The target ABS also needs to perform Data
Path Registration Update with the ARS over R8 for the ARS to update the new tunnel
mapping table with the ARS. To enable OAM Configuration at the relay station, a Layer-3
control path is established between the ASN-GW and the ARS.
On the user plane, the ASN-GW establishes a new per-AMS GRE tunnels with the tar-
get base station. Once the appropriate tunnel mapping is achieved, data path is established
with the relay station. For out-of-band relays, the data path from ASN-GW to the AMSs
through the serving ABS is maintained until the network re-entry is complete. For in-band
relays, advanced handover mechanisms [62] such as Entry-Before-Break can ensure that
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this path is available until the completion of network re-entry. After data path registration
and L3 Update from the OAM server, the end-to-end data paths from the ASN-GW to the
AMSs are restored through the target base station and relay station. Thus we could observe
that the entire handover procedure has been made transparent to the AMSs.
Radio Link Handling for Seamless In-band Relay Mobility: One of the important
aspects of mobile relay is to reestablish a wireless backhaul between relay station and the
target base station transparent to the mobile stations. We have assumed that the relay station
maintains a logical connection with mobile stations during ARS handover. Although for
inband relay mobility case, the AMS may experience Radio Link Failure if the relay station
handover procedure lasts for a long time. Therefore, the relay station should be notified in
the Handover Command message of the superframe structure used by the target base station
for the Access and Relay links before handover for ARS takes place so that
• The RS knows the relay zone sub-frames used by the target BS so that it can syn-
chronize its Relay Zone configuration with the target BS to acquire the target BS.
• The RS may continue RS mode operation with the MS using the appropriate Access
Zone sub-frames.
Alternatively, the ARS may be notified by the serving ABS about the target ABS frame
structure during the handover procedure using R8 messages or directly from the OAM
server before handover. The detailed mechanism to enable the above procedure is beyond
the scope of this work.
2.2.2.4 Performance Evaluation
We compare the performance of mobile relay with “relay with no mobility support” and “no
relay” scenarios. For each of these three scenarios, we perform a comparison of overheads
on two levels, the air interface and the network. On the air interface, overheads on R1a,
R1r including R6, R8 logical links are considered. On the network side, R6/R4 and R8
overheads are considered for comparison.
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For the “No Relay” scenario, all the mobile stations need to perform handover from the
serving base station to the target base station in the absence of relay station. For the “Relay
with no mobility support” case, first, the relay station has to perform handover of the AMSs
to a target base station. Then, it performs de-registration with the serving base station.
Once again, when the relay station resumes normal functionality by establishing wireless
backhaul with the network, the AMSs will be able to attach to the ARS by performing
the routine handover procedure. Hence the overheads are three-fold in this case; handover
of AMSs to a target ABS, backhaul connection re-establishment for ARS, AMSs handover
back to ARS. Finally, for the “Mobile Relay” case, only the relay station performs handover
from the the serving base station to the target base station. After the completion of network
re-entry, ARS receives the configuration from the OAM server. Similarly, the target base
station updates the PHY configuration at the relay station, which in turn, may update the
PHY configuration with the AMSs over the access link.
We consider the overheads due to the mobility of N mobile stations. The number of
control messages is scaled for N users. The different Radio and Network Overheads are
listed in Table 5. On the air interface, it is very clear that “mobile relay” scenario requires
negligibly small number of control messages for handover to take place, especially, as N
becomes large. On the network side, again, the overheads are reduced considerably in
the case of mobile relay. The establishment of Layer 3 connectivity with the OAM server
to configure the ARS as a base station may contribute to overheads but hardly has any
impact on the latency. Hence, it becomes less relevant. Figure 40 compares the overhead
for the case when N = 100. As an optimization for mobile relay, the serving ABS may
also perform de-registration for all ARS-related AMSs in one step. This is possible since
the serving ABS is capable of classifying the GRE tunnels that correspond to ARS-related
AMSs. Thus, overall, we can observe that mobile relay results in significant overhead
reduction both on the radio interface and the network. This also essentially means that
the handover latency is largely reduced thereby providing seamless mobility experience for
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high speed users.
Table 5: Group handover cost functions.
Parameter No Relay No Group handover Group handover
Radio Connection Setup N (2*N)+1 1
Handover Request N (2*N)+1 1
Handover Response N (2*N)+1 1
Security Context Update N (2*N)+1 1
Data Path Setup N (2*N)+1 N+1
Tunnel Context Exchange NA NA Required
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Figure 38: Proposed group handover mechanism for 4G WiMAX systems.
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Figure 39: Proposed group handover architecture.
Figure 40: Signaling overhead for group handover.
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CHAPTER 3
HANDOVER MANAGEMENT IN MULTI-STREAM HETNETS
3.1 Joint Small Cell Discovery and Component Carrier Selection for
Multistream HetNets
HetNets are particularly prone to poor mobility handling due to the number of cell edges
arising from the heterogeneous architecture. Recent studies on HetNet handover perfor-
mance show that the handover failure rates and pingpong effects are far greater in HetNet
environments compared to homogeneous deployments [32]. There are several factors that
lead to poor handover performance in HetNets. Firstly, the unique characteristics of Het-
Nets such as the cell sizes, number of cross-overs and access control policies are generally
not considered when performing user mobility state estimation. In addition, there is a lack
of efficient small cell discovery mechanisms to quickly identify inter-frequency small cells
for handover. Furthermore, the existing handover recovery procedures are not sufficiently
robust to deal with the high number of failed handovers.
In homogeneous deployments, small cell discovery (or measurements) must be per-
formed in specific cases such as when users reach cell boundaries or when load balancing
handover is required between carriers. However, in HetNets, these measurements would
always have to be performed to effectively utilize the offloading opportunity whenever it
occurs. On the other hand, continuously performing intra/inter-frequency measurements
will lead to high energy consumption and lower throughput. The key attributes of an effi-
cient small cell discovery approach, therefore, include (i) low-UE power consumption, (ii)
minimal interruption due to measurements on the serving cell, and (iii) no degradation of
the mobility performance due to measurements.
Several heuristic approaches for inter-frequency small cell discovery have been pro-
posed towards LTE-A Release 11 standardization in [63, 64, 65, 66]. A cache-based mea-
surement scheme was proposed in [67] that maintains a list of recently visited small cells
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which will be prioritized for performing measurements. However, this approach does not
account for the users mobility pattern while selecting the recently visited list. A user au-
tonomous inter-frequency measurement approach with several small measurement gaps is
proposed in [68]. However, this scheme causes burst of small interruptions in addition to
packet losses, since the base station is unaware of the measurement gap used by the user.
Intelligent handover decision algorithms for HetNets have been proposed in [35, 36, 37,
38] that, in general, aim to minimize the number of handovers and handover failures. In our
earlier work [51, 52], we have considered the case of a cluster of small cells and proposed
a novel local anchor-based architecture to improve the overall handover performance. In
spite of this, the current HetNet architecture will invariably result in either high handover
failure rates or handover related signaling.
Carrier aggregation is another efficient technique for operators to combine and operate
separate and often non-contiguous blocks of spectrum in order to achieve the capacity and
data rate requirements of 5G systems. LTE-Advanced has considered aggregating several
bands from different frequencies up to 100 MHz for 4G systems. Each of these bands are
referred to as component carriers (CCs) and LTE-Advanced allows aggregation of up to five
CCs with each occupying a bandwidth of up to 20 MHz. Carrier aggregation can utilize
both contiguous CCs as well as non-contiguous CCs from different bands. In the case
of non-contiguous aggregation, components carriers can be aggregated in an intra-band
(from within the same band) or an inter-band (across different bands) fashion. With new
frequency bands expected to be included for 5G systems including the 5 GHz band, inter-
band non-contiguous will likely play a major role in realizing the performance objectives
of 5G systems.
3.1.1 Multistream HetNet Architecture
Multi-stream carrier aggregation (MSCA) is a key enabling technology for providing a
seamless and no-edge experience for high-speed users in future LTE-A as well as 5G cel-
lular systems. In this scheme, component carriers can be aggregated for a user over several
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contiguous or non-contiguous frequency bands across different base stations simultane-
ously. The key application of this is that the larger macrocell, also termed as the Primary
cell (PCell) or the primary component carrier (PCC), can provide coverage for the users
while the smaller cells acting as secondary cells (SCells) or the secondary component car-
riers (SCCs), can provide significant capacity boost. Such an architecture requires the
























Figure 41: Multistream architecture.
The multistream HetNet architecture is illustrated in 41. The mobile user’s movement
implies several mobility cases. The macrocell 1 operating on frequency f1 acts as the PCell
or PCC for the user. During the instance (a), the CC f2 on the small cell 1 is dynamically
added for the user with the help of high-speed backhaul link between macrocell 1 and small
cell 1 to supplement the PCC link. However, at position (b), the user may change SCC
attachment from f2 to f3 since it offers a higher data rate or for load balanching purpose.
At position (c), the user moves outside the coverage of the SCC on f3 and hence the SCC
is removed. At position (d), the user undergoes a full handover from PCC 1 to PCC 2.
Once again, when the user enters the coverage of small cell 2 at position (e), the SCC on
f2 is added which is later changed at location (f) when the user moves to the small cell 3
coverage with carrier f3.
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3.1.2 Handover Challenges in Multistream HetNets
To effectively achieve this seamless or no-edge experience of users, it is important to ad-
dress the key challenges related to MSCA. As SCCs will have to be activated or deacti-
vated for users on the go, the key challenges in multi-stream carrier aggregation include (i)
inter-frequency small cell discovery, and (ii) Component carrier (CC) selection. These are
explained as follows:
Inter-frequency Small Cell Discovery: The emergence of carrier aggregation re-
quires the users to perform additional inter-frequency measurements on neighboring small
cells not only for offloading opportunities, but to achieve a higher data rate. The user has to
disconnect from the serving cell in order to perform measurement of other CCs, and there-
fore the user cannot be provided any service during this acquisition period. The service
interruption time due to this acquisition is called the measurement gap.
The future releases of LTE-Advanced are expected to introduce higher frequency op-
erations including the 3.5GHz band and > 10GHz bands and carrier aggregation can be
performed over all of these available bands. This is illustrated in Figure 42. Each band
consists of several component carriers. With the latest advances in device hardware, the
users will be able to aggregate component carriers not only from contiguous bands, but
also across bands that are several GHz of frequencies apart.
Figure 42: Inter-band carrier aggregation for beyond 4G systems.
As the number of possible component carriers increases, performing inter-frequency
measurements of all the possible CCs becomes extremely challenging. The time to identify
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inter-frequency carriers Tidenti f y is given in [69] as
Tidenti f y = TBasic Identi f y ∗ 480 ∗ N f req/TInter, (52)
where TInter is the minimum time available for inter-frequency measurements, N f req is the
number of CCs on which inter-frequency measurements are required, TBasic Identi f y is a fixed
time duration and approximately equal to 480ms. When TInter is set to 30ms and for N f req =
2, the Tidenti f y is 7.68s. Such long measurement times may result in several failed handovers
and missed opportunities for CC selection. Beyond the missed offloading opportunities,
frequent measurements also leads to high energy consumption at the user devices.
On the other hand, it is also challenging to determine the best CCs for measurement
with the objective of maximizing the throughput for the users. Intuitively, the probability
of identifying CCs with higher available capacity increases as the number of CCs measured
increases.
Therefore, an optimal measurement or small cell discovery strategy is required to min-
imize the overall measurement time and maximize offloading opportunities and conse-
quently the user throughput.
Component Carrier selection: It is also an open issue on how to add or remove
the SCells (or secondary component carriers) dynamically in the network while incurring
the minimum signaling load but maximizing the data rate for the users. The introduction
of MSCA results in several SCell handover cases as illustrated in Figure 43. These are
itemized as follows:
• Intra-SCell Intra-band handover (Type A): Users undergo handover from one CC
of the SCell to another CC both within the same band.
• Intra-SCell Inter-band handover (Type B): User undergoes handover from one CC
of the SCell to another CC on a different frequency band.
• Inter-SCell Intra-band handover (Type C): Users are switched from one SCell to
another SCell both operating on the same band.
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Figure 43: Handover scenarios in multi-stream HetNets.
• Inter-SCell Inter-band handover (Type D): Users are switched from one SCell to
another SCell both operating on different bands.
As evident from the above SCell handover cases and in contrary to the traditional hand-
over at the cell edges, the users will have to dynamically evaluate component carriers to
attach or detach across different frequency bands and SCells. This is because the selection
of CCs will impact how frequently users experience handovers, cost and delay associated
with handover across CCs. Therefore, an optimal strategy is required to determine the CC
selection such that the cost associated with CC handover is minimized. Recently, a user
autonomous component carrier addition and removal approach was proposed in [70]. Al-
though a user autonomous approach offers benefits of signaling minimization, the interde-
pendence of inter-frequency measurements and component carrier selection is not exploited
to minimize the rate of change of CCs in this approach.
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In this chapter, we treat the small cell discovery and component carrier selection for
multistream HetNets as a coupled problem. We propose and evaluate a joint small cell
discovery/measurement and component carrier selection approach to minimize the service
interruption, energy consumption as well as the signaling load accompanied with these
critical tasks.
3.1.3 Joint Small Cell Discovery and Component Carrier Selection
The issue of small cell discovery and CC selection will be addressed in this work by con-
tinuously learning from the network dynamics and past measurement and CC selection
actions. In this work, we only focus on the SCell handover and consider that the user can
maintain a connection with a primary cell (PCell) during SCell handovers.
3.1.3.1 Restless Multiarmed Bandit Formulation
The above problem is formulated as a restless multi-armed bandit (RMAB) problem where
the objective is for the user to periodically determine the set of CCs M1 ∈ K , such that
|M1| = m1, for performing measurements and another set of CCs M2 ∈ M1, such that
|M2| = m2, for component carrier selection such that the expected total system reward is
maximized [71]. The setK = {1, 2, ...,K} is composed of the component carriers supported
by the small cells in the system besides the PCC of the user.
Each CC is described as a discrete-time irreducible and aperiodic Markov process with
the state space indicated by N = {S 1, S 2, ..., S N+1}. At any discrete-time t, Xk(t) indicates
the state of CC k. The state evolution of CC k is described by a discrete-time Markov
process given by
Xk(t + 1) = fk,t(Xk(0), ..., Xk(t), A1k(t), A
2
k(t)), (53)
where A1k(t) ∈ {0, 1} and A
2
k(t) ∈ {0, 1} are the control actions indicating if the user performs




0 if CC k not measured in time t,




0 if CC k is not selected in time t,
1 if CC k in selected time t.
(55)
Each state of the system Xk(t) is associated with a stationary and positive reward indi-
cated by R(Xk(t), A1k(t), A
2





A joint policy Φ := (Φ1,Φ2, ...) is a decision rule such that the control actions A
j
k(t) for
j ∈ {1, 2} at time t are random variables taking values in (d1, d2, ..., d( Km j)
) where each di is
a K-dimensional row vector with m j ones and (K − m j) zeros given the current state X(t)
of the CC and the associated reward R(Xk(t), A1k(t), A
2
k(t)). Here, m j is the number of CCs
selected for the control action A jk(t).













where Z(0) = [X1(0), X2(0), ..., XK(0)] is the initial state of the system. Computing the
optimal solution for the above restless multi-armed bandit problem is shown to be PSPACE-
hard in [72].
3.1.3.2 Modeling CC States
Xk(t) represents the state of the user with respect to CC k at time t. In our modeling, each
state represents the relative distance of the user from the cell with CC k in discrete steps.
We utilize the metric effective transmission range as originally defined in [73] that accounts
for the stochastic channel variations to determine the CC’s transmission range. Therefore,
we have a discrete set of states for each user with respect to each CC k.
The effective transmission range is a stochastic metric and is defined as the maximum
value of the transmission range which holds the condition of Pkr(dB) ≥ P
k
0(dB) with a very
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high probability (typically 0.99). Here, Pkr(dB) is the received signal power from the CC k
and Pk0(dB) is received power threshold from CC k.




where α is the path loss exponent, σs represents the standard deviation of the shadowing
correlation and χ2 represents multipath fading. The constant function c = Pt(dB)−L0(dB)−
P0(dB) such that L0(dB) is the average path loss 1m away from the transmitter.
Once the effective transmission range is determined, it is divided into N discrete states
in steps of εk meters. The value of εk is determined as εk = Dk/N. Now, we characterize the
user states corresponding to the CC k. Each user can exist in any of the N +1 discrete states
indicated by {S 0, S 1, ...S N , S N+1} where S N+1 represents the region outside the effective
transmission range. Between time steps of duration ∆t, the user can moves from location
(xk,t, yk,t) to (xk,t+∆t, yk,t+∆t). This is illustrated in Figure 44.









Figure 44: Modeling the CC states.
The state transitions are governed by the stochastic user mobility. User mobility is
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described by two random variables, namely velocity and angle. Given (xk,t, yk,t) is the
location of a user with respect to CC k located at the origin, the user distance ρ(k, t) from




k,t where xk,t and yk,t are Gaussian distributed random
variables. Then the user velocity vk(t) is given by
vk(t) =
√
(xk,t − xk,t−∆t)2 + (yk,t − yk,t−∆t)2
∆t
. (58)







where V is the average velocity and ∆v is the maximum deviation of V .










Markov Model for State Transition: For the user velocity vk(t) and angle ψ(t), the
state transition is described by a discrete-time Markov model and is shown in Figure 45.
The state transition probabilities are indicated by Pi j = Prob{ρ(t) ∈ S j|ρ(t − ∆t) ∈ S i} and
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The CC state X(t) cannot be determined exactly unless the user performs measurement
over the CC. In other words, the state of CC k can be directly observed only when A1k(t) =
1. However, when A1k(t) = 0, it is possible to infer the CC state based on the decision
and observation history. Therefore, the current state of information regarding the internal
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Figure 45: Markov model for CC state transition.
[ωk,1(t), ..., ωk,N+1(t)] where ωk, j(t) is the belief state indicating the conditional probability
that the CC is in state j with respect to the user given all past decisions and observations.
An important and intuitive property of the belief vector is that
∑N+1
j=1 ω j(t) = 1. There-
fore, we can represent the set of all belief vectors as all the points on the hyperplane∑N+1
j=1 ω j(t) = 1 of an N+1-dimensional space. If no information is available on the ini-
tial state of CC k, the belief vector at time t = 0 indicated byΩk(0) = [ωk,1(0), ..., ωk,N+1(0)]
is given as the stationary probability distribution of the underlying Markov chain of the CC.
If the prior belief vector of CC is given by Ω(t) and the past control actions are given
by A1(t) and A2(t), then we have the updated belief vector indicated by
Ω(t + 1) = T (Ω(t)|A1(t)). (63)
The transformation T transforms a point in the hyperplane of belief vectors for the
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given time period into another point on the hyperplane for the next time period. Further-
more, each of the present actions will result in a unique transformation for the next time
period.
Therefore, we have a different updated belief vector corresponding to each possible
measurement action. When measurement action is performed, i.e., A1(t) = 1, the updated
belief vectorΩ(t+1) is determined from the current state X(t) and the transition probability
matrix P as
Ω(t + 1) = T (Ω(t)|A1(t) = 1) = ejP, f or X(t) = j, (64)
where P is the state transition probability matrix and ej is the standard basis.
Similarly, when the measurement action is not performed, i.e,, A1(t) = 0, the belief
update is determined from the past belief vector Ω(t) and the transition probability matrix
P as
Ω(t + 1) = T (Ω(t)|A1(t) = 0) = Ω(t)P, (65)
From the above properties, the belief vectorΩk(t) can be readily shown to be a sufficient
statistic for the past sequence of observations and decisions for the CC indexed by k. This
is obtained by considering perfect observation of the CC state during measurement and
using the Bayes’ rule as applied in [74].
3.1.3.4 Reward function
The original reward function R(Xk(t), A1k(t), A
2
k(t) corresponding to each CC state Xk(t) now
becomes the reward function corresponding to each point on the N + 1 hyperplane of the
belief vectors. Given that the knowledge of the CC states is maintained using the belief
vector, the reward function indicates the immediate reward or gain obtained by the user for
performing actions A1k(t) and A
2
k(t) for the CC given that the belief vector is Ωk(t) at that
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0, A1k(t) = A
2
k(t) = 0,
0, A1k(t) = 1, A
2
k(t) = 0,∑N+1






The reward function defined in Eqn.(66) shows that the user gains by performing mea-
surement as well as component carrier selection on a CC. A higher value of
∑N+1
j=1 (N + 1 −
j)ωk, j(t) indicates that the conditional probability that the user is in the inner tiers of the
CC k’s coverage is higher compared to that in the outer tiers. The belief vector intrinsically
accumulates the information gathered from the past measurement actions and therefore
provides a reliable view of the CC’s signal strength before performing measurement. Simi-
larly, a greater reward is offered for selecting the CC that has a higher bandwidth to improve
the data rate available for the user after attaching to the CC.
Although, a user does not accrue reward for performing measurement alone on a CC,
the belief vector is updated taking into account the measurement information which im-
proves the accuracy of the belief vector for future decisions.
3.1.3.5 Index Policy for the Joint Problem
For the class of the restless multiarmed bandit problems, dynamic programming that is
based on backward induction suffers from dimensionality problem. Index policies, on the
other hand, tackle the dimensionality problem by reducing an N dimensional problem into
N independent 1 dimensional problems. These policies are also referred to as strongly
indexable index policies.
When applied to the joint measurement and component carrier selection problem, a
strongly decomposable index policy assigns an index to each state of a CC which is used
to measure how rewarding it is to activate the CC for each of the N+1 states. Therefore,
the index depends only on the attributes of the particular CC such as the state transition
probabilities and the reward structure of the CC while decoupling the other CCs from the
decision process.
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Myopic Index based Joint Policy: For the proposed reward function and the belief
vector, we propose a myopic index based joint policy which focuses on maximizing the ex-
pected immediate reward and ignores the impact of the current measurement and handover
decisions on future rewards. Thus, the myopic index based policy is suboptimal and may
show optimal performance when certain conditions are met. The proposed myopic index
based joint policy for small cell discovery and component carrier selection is described as
follows:
• Step 1: Each user u is associated with a primary cell that is typically the macrocell
providing a large coverage area. The PCell maintains the belief vector Ωuk(t) for user
u. If no prior measurement information is available, the initial belief vector for CC k
can be the stationary probability distribution of the CC k’s Markov model described
in Section 3.1.3.2.
• Step 2: Based on the belief vector, the PCell determines the expected immediate
reward
∑N+1
j=1 (N +1− j)ω
u
k, j(t)Bk for all the K CCs in the network where Bk represents
the bandwidth of the CC k. The previous measurement and access decisions are em-
bedded on the belief vectors. The expected immediate rewards become the myopic
indices for each of the K CCs.
• Step 3: The PCell assigns the myopic index to the K CCs based on the decreasing
expected immediate reward they offer. The m1 CCs that have the highest value of
the expected immediate reward are selected for measurement reporting. Then the
PCell sends a measurement configuration message (RRC signaling) using which it
indicates the listM1 together with the measurement scheduling information.
• Step 4: The user upon receiving the control message performs measurement on the
m1 CCs as indicated by the PCell. At the end of the measurement period, the user
sends the received signal strength information back to the PCell using the measure-
ment report control message.
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• Step 5: The PCell receives the measurement information from the user and uses this
to update the belief vectors on the m1 CCs as shown in Eqn. (64). For the rest of the
(K − m1) CCs, the PCell uses Eqn. (65) to update the belief vector.
• Step 6: The PCell uses the updated belief vector to recompute the immediate reward
functions for the m1 CCs and determine the best m2 CCs for the user to add as SCells.
The selected CCs are indicated to the user using RRC Reconfiguration message.
During this process, the PCell also indicates the CC removal information to the user
to remove those SCells that were not included in m2.
3.1.3.6 Proposed Joint Myopic Policy based Handover Scheme for B4G systems
The handover mechanism for the joint small cell discovery and component carrier selection
applied for LTE-Advanced and beyond systems is described in Figure 51.
In this scheme, the primary cell which hosts the primary component carrier determines
the set of CCs M1 based on the joint myopic policy. This set of CCs is sent to the MU
through a Measurement Configuration message over the radio link. This message will also
include the measurement scheduling information for the MU. Upon receiving the measure-
ment configuration from the PCC, the MU performs measurement on the M1 set of CCs
and reports the measured values to the primary cell.
Using the measurement information, the primary cell determines the updated belief
vectors for the M1 set of CCs. From this, the PCC can determine the best set of M2
as defined in the joint myopic policy. Once the new set of secondary CCs are selected,
the PCell uses the RRC Reconfiguration message to indicate the MU to handover to the
selected SCCs. If the setM2 includes one or more of the CCs already used by the MU, no
RRC Reconfiguration message is sent to the user corresponding to these CCs. If a CC is
expected to be removed, this is indicated in the RRC Reconfiguration message. The MU
acknowledges by sending an RRC Reconfiguration Complete message to the PCC marking
the completion of the SCC handover process.
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3.1.3.7 SCell Handover Failure Probability
For the propesed handover scheme, we derive the expression for the SCell handover failure
probability in multistream HetNets. The SCell handover failure probability is defined as
the probability that the user leaves the coverage of a target SCell during handover from
another SCell.
To this end, we first define the parameters handover signaling delay τ and time for user
to leave the cell tout. Since we classify the user location into CC states, tout indicates the




{(m + 1).∆t : m ≥ 0, } (67)
where ρm = ρ(t + m.∆t) is the distance of user from the CC at the mth time interval. The
handover signaling delay τ depends on the type of SCell handover. We can represent τ for
the generalized case as τ = γ.∆t for γ > 0.
Then the probability of SCell handover failure is defined as the probability that the
time taken by user to move to the CC state S N+1 of the target SCell is less than the SCell
handover signaling delay. Therefore, the SCell handover failure probability p f is given by
p f = Prob.(tout ≤ τ) = Prob.(tout ≤ γ.∆t), (68)
= Prob.(ργ ∈ S N+1|ρ0 ∈ N , ρ0 < S N+1), (69)
= (Ωγ).eN+1 = (Ω0.Pγ).eN+1, (70)
where Ω0 is the probability distribution of the user’s state for the CC before handover was
initiated and e is the standard basis. The stationary probability distribution of the CC can
be used to determine Ω0.
3.1.4 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme using several performance metrics.
These metrics are divided into two categories. In the first category, we use the metrics such
as the aggregate throughput, energy consumption and measurement gaps to determine the
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performance of the CC discovery process. For the second category, we evaluate the SCC
handover performance through metrics including SCC change rate, ping-pong rate, SCC
handover costs. Different SCC handover types will incur different handover costs. We will
study all of these performance metrics using Monte Carlo simulation of a large network of
SCCs overlaid on a macrocell layer.
3.1.4.1 Simulation Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed joint policy, we conduct Monte-Carlo
simulation of a large network using MATLAB. The network consists of a macrocell with
coverage of 2km radius. The macrocell acts as the primary cell for the users providing
the primary component carrier. Throughout the simulation time, we consider that the users
remain within the macrocell coverage area and do not undergo a PCell handover.
As an overlay on the macrocell layer, several small cells of different cell radii and sup-
porting one or more SCCs are deployed. The bandwidths of the CCs are selected uniformly
from the set {3, 5, 10, 15, 20}MHz which are the possible bandwidths of LTE carriers. Each
CC has N = 20 possible states. The step distance of each state depends on the CC’s cove-
rage range. The SCC radii are determined using a normal distribution with mean of 60m
and variance of 40m. The network consists of 100 users. The initial positions of users are
selected randomly. The relative velocities of users with respect to each SCC is determined
from the distribution in Eqn. (59). For our simulations, we consider that the user buffers
are infinitely backlogged with traffic throughout the simulation time.
The PCell maintains the belief vector for each user for the K possible SCCs in the
network. Since no measurement information is available at the beginning of the simulation,
the PCell uses the stationary probability of the CC k for user u to determine its initial belief
state distribution.
The simulation is run for 100 time intervals with each interval having a duration of 10
seconds. During each time interval, the PCell determines the setM1 and alsoM2 based on
the measurement results on setM1. Following this, the handover is occured to theM2 set
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of CCs. The simulation uses different values ofM1 andM2 to study their impact on the
performance metrics defined above. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Number of SCCs K 20
Number of users 100
Number of SCC states N 20
∆T 10s




Uniform in range [5,15] m/s
δvu Uniform in range [1,3] m/s
Number of Monte Carlo trials 2e5
m1 5 to 15
m2 1 to 5
The performance of the proposed joint policy is compared with a maximum received
signal strength (max-RSSI) based scheme. In this case, the first set of M1 are selected
randomly. However, after the measurements are performed, the set M2 is selected based
on the CCs in the set M1 that have the highest received signal strength for the user as
indicated on the measurement report by the user. The simulation results are plotted and
discussed in Section 3.1.4.2.
3.1.4.2 Simulation Results
Average throughput vs Number of CCs measured: For the preliminary analysis,
we first plot the throughput experienced by users on the SCCs for different values of m1
given a fixed m2 of SCCs that the users connect to. The number of SCCs measured plays a
major role in determining the aggregate throughput experienced by users over the selected
SCCs. It is intuitive that as the number of CCs measured increases, the users have higher
chance of detecting CCs that offer greater bandwidth to the users. However, performing
measurements on several CCs will invariably increase the energy consumption for the user
terminals. The results are compared between our proposed scheme and the max-RSSI
based scheme and plotted in Figure 46. For this case, we set the length of m2 to 3.
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From the results, it can be observed that the proposed policy requires fewer measure-
ments compared to the max-RSSI based policy to achieve the same aggregate SCC through-
put. This is a key benefit in terms of SCC discovery of our proposed scheme since lower
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Figure 46: Average aggregate SCC throughput per user for different values of m1.
SCell Handover Rate: Following the throughput, we evaluate the SCC handover
performance for the users. This is measured in terms of the SCC change rate and the ping-
pong rate. SCC rate indicates the rate at which the users undergoes handover to a new SCC
such that none of the SCCs from the previous time interval overlaps with the SCCs serving
the user currently. A large SCC change rate indicates a greater number of handovers for
the user leading to increased signaling costs.
The SCC change rate depends on the number of CCs that the user is attached to, i.e.,
m2, at any given time. The value of m2 depends on the transceiver capabilities of the mobile
terminal. The SCC change rate for the two schemes are compared in Figure 47.
Given that the users are highly mobile and are in search for CCs with higher available
bandwidth in our simulation environment, the users experience frequent SCC handover for
low values of m1. For low values of m1, the SCC handover rate is still substantially lower
































Figure 47: Average SCell change rate for different values of m1 and m2.
myopic policy determines the best set of CCs based on long-term accumulated information
and not simply based on the CCs with the best RSSI in the current time, the CCs that
promise higher long-term rewards are preferred over the current strongest CC.
The benefit of the proposed scheme becomes increasingly evident as the value of m2
increases. The proposed scheme selects the CCs such that the aggregate reward offered by
the CCs is maximized. Since the set of CCs that have higher probability of being visited will
likely offer greater aggregate reward is exploited in the proposed scheme. Therefore, the
SCell change rate is quite low for the myopic policy. This also implies that the amount of
RRC signaling required by the users to complete the SCell handover process is minimized.
It is also interesting to observe the impact of m1 on the SCell change rate. Performing
measurements on more number of CCs will invariably create more handover opportunities
for the users. Especially, in the case of the max-RSSI scheme, there is a steady increase
in the SCell change rate as m1 increases since the PCell is able to identify CCs with bet-
ter signal strength with a greater probability. On the contrary, for the case of the joint
myopic policy, the SCell change rate increase initially with increasing m1. However, this
increase is very minimal as m1 is increased from 10 to 15. This shows that for a given SCell
change rate, the proposed scheme requires lesser number of CCs on which measurements
are conducted, reducing the energy consumption and measurement gaps.
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Impact of User Velocities: It is important to also compare the impact of user velocities
for the existing and the proposed schemes. The average velocity V for the users is varied
from 2.5 m/s to 20 m/s and the SCC change rates are determined corresponding to different
values of the velocities. The parameters m1 and m2 are fixed to study the impact of the user
velocities. The SCell handover/change rate is plotted in Figure 48.
Even for low user velocities, the max-RSSI policy results in high SCell change rate.
The SCell change rate increases up to 0.7 at V = 10 m/s after which it remains more or less
the same up to V = 20 m/s. For the proposed scheme, on the other hand, the SCell change
rate is under 0.4 for velocities ≤ 5 m/s. The increase in the change rate is very smooth
reaching 0.55 at velocities of 20m/s. It is also interesting and slightly counter-intuitive to
observe that the change rate is lower for large values of m2. However, the reasoning is that
the proposed joint myopic policy selects the SCells such that the aggregate reward offered
by the CCs is maximized. With future cellular systems allowed to aggregate several CCs
































Figure 48: Average SCell change rate for different user velocities.
Ping-pong Rate: As the next step, we study the rate of ping-pongs experienced by
the users in the network. Ping-pong rate represents the rate at which a user undergoes SCC
handover at the current time interval only to go back to the previous SCC in the successive
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time interval. Similar to the SCC change rate, a high ping-pong rate also results in high-
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Figure 49: Average ping-pong rate for different values of m1 and m2.
As shown in Figure 49, the ping-pong rate for users under the joint myopic policy is
comparable to that of the max-RSSI scheme (≈ 0.1) for low values of m2 irrespective of the
number of CCs measured. However, as m2 increase, the ping-pong rate increase under the
max-RSSI scheme reaching up to 0.2 for m2 = 5 for all values of m1.
However, in our proposed scheme, the ping-pong rate saturates at a value of 0.1 for all
values of m1 and m2. The same reasoning for the reduced SCC change rage can be used to
explain the low ping-pong rate for the joint myopic policy. As m2 increases, the users are
able to attach to more CCs at the same time. It becomes increasing likely that the selected
set of CCs need to be changed less frequently than in the case of the max-RSSI policy since
the joint policy maximizes the aggregate reward over a long time instead of selecting the
strongest CCs during every time interval.
Impact of User Velocities: As in the case of the SCell change rate, we varied the
velocities of the users from 2.5 m/s to 20 m/s and observed the change in the frequency of
observing ping-pongs in the network. For low-velocities up to 5 m/s, the ping-pong rate
under the max-RSSI policy (≈ 0.22) is double that of the proposed policy (/ 0.1). For
the medium velocity range from 7.5 m/s to 12.5 m/s, the ping-pong rate is still 1.5x under
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the max-RSSI policy compared to the proposed approach. For high velocities, the averate
ping-pong rate reaches a value of 0.18 under the proposed scheme compared to 0.23 under
the max-RSSI scheme.
The choice of m2 also does not have a major impact on the ping-pong rate for the
proposed policy. However, in the case of the max-RSSI policy, the ping-pong rate increases
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Figure 50: Average ping-pong rate for different user velocities.
3.1.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have focused on multistream HetNets, which is an evolving HetNet ar-
chitecture for beyond 4G systems. Although multistream HetNets promise an improvement
in handover performance by retaining coverage for users with a macrocell stream, it also
leads to new challenges in terms of CC discovery and CC handover. We focused on these
two major issues in multistream HetNets and proposed a joint approach to optimize the CC
discovery and handover processes with the help of maintaining per-user belief states for the
CCs in the system. Our joint myopic policy provides a practical approach to the problem
formulation by breaking down the N-dimensional problem into N 1-dimensional problems.
We modeled the multistream HetNets with random coverage and used Monte Carlo simula-
tions to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme using key performance metrics.
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Our results indicated that the proposed scheme shows a significant improvement in the sys-
tem performance by delivering increased throughput for a given number of measurements,
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Cellular networks beyond the fourth generation promise significant performance gains
through the use of a multitude of techniques. Among these, HetNets are expected to play
a dominant role in increasing the overall network capacity as well as providing ubiqui-
tous coverage. HetNets, however, face big challenges that impact the actual capacity gains
achieved by the overall system as well as the quality of experience offered to the mobile
users. In particular, HetNets raise several challenges in terms of cell association, handover
management and energy management that need to be effectively addressed. Furthermore,
new architectures for supporting HetNets to tackle some of these problems also need to be
evaluated for not only their effective functioning but also in terms of their ease of being
integrated into the evolving beyond 4G systems.
In this thesis, we have investigated one of the key issues in HetNets which is handover
management. Our starting point has been studying handovers in small cells taking into
account their unique features such as user-specific access control, dynamic capacity and
reliability of backhaul. We have identified that small cells require advanced admission
control functions in view of these unique features and proposed a traffic-aware admission
control and subcarrier assignment approach to improve the QoS performance of the existing
and incoming users. Furthermore, in view of the backhaul limitations of small cells, we
have advocated the use of a local anchor for a cluster of small cells that act as the mobility
anchor for user undergoing handovers between small cells. As our final work for handover
in small cells, we have focused on mobile small cells supporting a group of users such
as in a high-speed vehicle. For this case, we have proposed a group handover scheme to
seamlessly handover the users as the mobile relay switches its point of attachment from
one fixed macrocell to another.
As a further step, we have studied new architectures envisioned for HetNets such as
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the inter-site or multistream carrier aggregation HetNets where users can receive multiple
streams of data from a primary cell which is typically the macrocell and also from one or
more secondary cells which are typically small cells. In this case, we have particularly
focused on two of the handover related issues. First, we have the problem of the SCell
discovery where measurements on the secondary cells operating on different component
carriers need to be performed in a timely manner with the objective of maximizing the of-
floading opportunities for the users while minimizing the energy consumption. Second, we
have looked at the problem of SCell handover, also termed as component carrier selection
where the objective is to dynamically add, remove or change SCells based on user mobility
dynamics and bandwidth requirements.
The overall contributions of this PhD thesis can be broken down into two major thrusts.
In the first thrust, we have focused on handover management approaches for fixed and
mobile small cells. All of these approaches are presented within Chapter 2. In the second
thrust, we have focused on novel handover approaches for multistream HetNets which are
summarized in Chapter 3. In the following, we recapitulate the contributions of each of the
chapters of the thesis.
In Chapter 2, we have addressed the handover related issues in small cells. In particular,
• First, we proposed, modeled and evaluated a traffic-aware admission control and
subcarrier assignment approach for provisioning QoS to both the existing as well as
the newly arriving users at the small cells.
- Our proposed model incorporates the heterogeneous traffic characteristics of
the users while also taking into account the unique access control features in order
to provide differentiated service for users with different privileges on accessing the
small cell.
- The simulation results show that our proposed scheme provides an efficient way
to admit new users at the small cells. In addition, it also utilizes the inter-working
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between the admission control and scheduling modules to provision QoS to users
with three different traffic types and varying access privileges.
• Second, we proposed, modeled and evaluated local anchor based handover schemes
where handovers for users between small cells are anchored by a local anchor small
cell.
- For the local anchor based handover schemes, we proposed a novel handover
architecture that can be extended to current LTE-Advanced systems.
- We developed an analytical model to evaluate the proposed scheme for different
cluster sizes, session and mobility dynamics.
- Our detailed results showed that the proposed handover schemes significantly
improves the handover performance by minimizing the handover interruption time
and signaling costs.
• Third, we proposed a group handover strategy for users served under a mobile relay.
- Our proposed scheme enabled seamless re-establishment of radio links for a
group of users with the mobile relay as the relay changes its point of attachment
from one fixed macrocell to another.
- Our analysis showed that the proposed group handover strategy can offer sig-
nificant signaling cost savings both at the radio access network as well as at the core
network.
In Chapter 3, we have addressed the handover related issues in multistream HetNets.
In particular, we have treated the small cell discovery and component carrier selection for
multistream HetNets as a coupled problem.
• First, we proposed and evaluated a joint small cell discovery and CC selection ap-
proach with the help of maintaining a per-user belief state for each CC in the network.
A detailed SCell handover mechanism is proposed to achieve the above tasks.
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• Our performance evaluation indicated that the proposed scheme minimizes the en-
ergy consumption and signaling load associated with CC discovery. Furthermore,
our approach reduced the CC change rate and ping pong rate, thereby also reducing
the signaling load when selecting the SCells for handover.
In the future, we intend to focus on emerging HetNet architectures for 5G systems in-
volving mmWave small cells. While the adoption of mmWave small cells for 5G systems
definitely promise a significant increase in per-user throughput as well as overall system ca-
pacity, handover will be a major issue due to the unique propagation characteristics of the
mmWave signal. In particular, high shadowing associated with mmWave signal propaga-
tion necessitates the need for a strong LoS component for efficiently receiving the mmWave
signal at the user devices. For this reason, mmWave cells are expected to use a large an-
tenna array and support directional beamforming to allow directivity gains. However, the
presence of a varied range of blockages including human obstacles, antenna orientation,
walls of buildings will all result in radio link failures. Handover, therefore, becomes a ma-
jor issue if mmWave small cells are adopted for 5G systems. Therefore, in the future, we
will explore more heterogeneous architectures that involve microwave and mmWave cells
and propose handover schemes that can leverage the high data rate capabilities of mmWave
cells for high-speed users while maintaining session continuity for the users.
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